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Late start

Dynasty dominance

'Breds washed out on
first day; Middle beats EKU

Lady Tigers win fifth straight
regional track tiUe
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MSU confers degrees to 1,328 graduates
Grads urged
to remember
their helpers

CAIRO — Secretary of State
James A. Baker. III today asked
the Soviet Union for support in
authorizing a U.N. police force
to replace American and other
allied troops protecting Kurdish
refugees in northern Iraq.

"Pooling" of numerous donations from employees of one
company is a common way of
circumventing Kentucky laws
designed to limit the political
influence of businesses and special interests, according to a
published report.

Jimmy Harrell and the Murray
High track program saw what
they had seen before on Saturday at the Class A Regional
track championships at Paducah
Tilghman.

WASHINGTON — Industrial
production inched .up 0,1 percent in April, breaking a sixmonth string of losses which
was the longest since the
1981-82 recession, the Federal
Reserve said today.

Partly cloudy tonight. Lows in
the mid-60s. Light wind. Partly
sunny warm and continued
humid Tuesday. Highs in the
mid-80s.

Poised on the.beginning of their
careers, Murray State University
graduates were urged during the
68th annual spring commencement
Saturday to reflect on the people
who influenced and assisted them
during their college years.
Speaking to the students beforo
degrees were conferred on 1,328
spring, mid-year and summer 1990
and summer 1991 graduates were
seniors Maronda Dockery of Elizabethtown and Keith Gargus of
Mayfield, the 1991 Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman.
Dockery encouraged her classmates to remember their parents
who kept pulling and praying for
them; advisers who encouraged
them to do their best; and teachers
who treated them as professionals
with their own ideas.
"With the number of outstanding
programs and dedicated faculty, it
is easy to see how MSU has prepared us for our first step forward
to success," Dockery said.
As important as choosing a
career goal is, Dockery said, forming relationships and sharing love
is more lasting and more important.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

OWENSBORO, Ky. — Scotty
Baesler declared the opening of a
new, two week campaign for governor on Saturday and said Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones will no longer
be able to ignore him.
"No longer does Jones have the
Wilkinsons to run against," Bae-

Racer Arena was filled to capacity Saturday morning to witness Murray State University's 68th annual Commencement Ceremony. Dr. Ronald
Kurth, MSU president, told the graduates to look upon their accomplishments at MSU with pride but "never take yourselves too seriously."
1,328 students took part in the graduation ceremony.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

ster said.
Martha Wilkinson, wife of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, withdrew from
the race a day earlier.
For his part, Jones said he will
continue to run the same kind
campaign regardless of who dr
out of the race.
"I'm running on the basis of my
philosophy," Jones said.
Baesler, though, clearly signaled

a line of demarcation between the
Democratic primary with Wilkinson and without.
"A new race starts today," Baesler said during the candidate forum at the 13th Annual International
Barbecue Festival.
Baesler is trying to make the
Democratic primary into a two-man
race between himself and Jones.
"Brereton, I'm what stands

between you anti the Democratia
nomination," Baesler said.
His five-minute address was
punctuated with issues on which he
differs from Jones.
On campaign finance, Baesler
said Jones has said he would accept
contributions to retire a $1.6 million debt left over from his 1987
campaign for lieutenant governor.
"When I'm governor, the books

are closed, nobody's going to raise
any money," Baesler said.
On military-style assault weapons, Baesler said he wants them
banned while Jones says they
should be available for selfdefense.
Baesler said he opposes any

American troops arrive in storm-ravaged Bangladesh
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) — The first wave of U.S. troops
to join the battle against disease and starvation in cyclonedevastated Bangladesh today scouted out possible sites along
the sea coast for water purification units.
Also, a giant U.S. Air Force C-5 Galaxy transport plane
landed in Dhaka today with five badly needed helicopters that
will be used to ferry supplies to storm survivors.
Millions of people are threatened by sickness, hunger and
exposure following the April 30 cyclone that killed more than
139,000 people, many of whom lived on low-lying islands and
in coastal villages along the Bay of Bengal.
The first advance teams for the American military task
force arrived in Dhaka on Sunday, and 170 soldiers had
arrived by tonight, about equally drawn from the Army, Air
Force, Navy and Marines.

Altogether, more than 12,000 U.S. troops — including Persian Gulf War veterans — are to contribute to the international effort to save storm survivors.
Most Were expected to arrive by sea Wednesday or soon
after aboard the amphibious assault ship USS Tarawa and the
seven other vessels accompanying it. The Marines on the Tarawa had been headed for to Camp Pendleton in California
when they were diverted to help with the relief effort.
Some of the most useful equipment coming with this group
is likely to be hovercraft that can scoot over the swamped
shores of the Bay of Bengal.
"The workhorse is going to be air-cushioned vehicles —
otherwise known as hovercraft," Navy Lt. Cmdr. Pete Godbey said while he waited for the C-5 Galaxy to arrive. "It can
go right over the mud flats, the islands."

Godbey, 40, of Cincinnati, arrived in Dhaka Sunday night
from Pearl Harbor in Hawaii to direct a preventive-medicine
team. He said the Bangladesh operation will make use of the
Marines' special skills.
"You see, for a Marine, they do this all the time. It's an
amphibious "operation. They go in at ground zero," Godbey
said, referring to the fact that the cyclone coast lacks virtually
every imaginable necessity, including adequate shelter and
power.
"There's not much difference with a disaster situation,
whether it's combat or natural. It's distribution (of materials)
that's the problem, and they're good at it," Godbey said.
The U.S. transport plane brought in five U.S. Army UH-60
Blackhawk helicopters and 73 Navy, Army and Air Force personnel — mostly Blackhawk flight crews and medical teams.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

State Sen. Greg Hidgon, left, talks with, from left, Van Hoy, research director of the Paducah Economic
Development Council; George Bray, executhe director of the Paducah Chamber of Commerce; and his
wife, Joy Bray, at a ",Weekend With the Legislators" reception Saturday night at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park. State legislators spent two days in the western Kentucky area attending tours,
Staff photo by Mark Cooper
committee meetings and receptions.

CAIRO (AP) — Secretary of State James A. Baker III today asked the
Soviet Union for support in authorizing a U.N. police force to replace
American and other allied troops protecting Kurdish refugees in northern
Iraq.
But Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander A. Bessmertnykh did not say
publicly whether Baker had persuaded him not to block an expected
U.S.-backed resolution in the Security Council.
"A thin line separates the necessity for humanitarian support and the
concern for the sovereignty of countries," Bessmertnykh told reporters.
-----is--2- very - intricate- balance:" •
control,
in
arms
including
issues,
other
problem
and
the
took
up
Baker
a two-hour meeting here with Bessmertnykh devoted mostly to trying to
arrange a Middle East peace conference.
"The possibilities for a conference that we have in mind are growing,"
Bessmertnykh said, "and the number of problems is fewer than before."
But Baker stressed that "there are some issues that are not agreed to,"
a point be devekiped further after a subsequent two-hour meeting with
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.
Baker said that in addition to the dispute between Syria and Israel over
the format and authority of a peace conference, the issue of Palestinian
representation had not been settled.
He said the options were a Palestinian delegation, a joint delegation
with Jordan or an all-Arab delegation.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Edmat Abdel-Meguid, sounding upbeat, said
"there are still some problems but we don't consider them
insurmountable."
s
Syria's refusal to budge — and the likelihood Israel will resist as well
— could spell failure for Baker as he tries to set up the- peace
negotiations.
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Industrial production rose 0.1 percent in April
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Industrial production inched up 0.1 percent in April, breaking a six-month
string of losses which was the
longest since the 1981-82 recession, the Federal Reserve said
today.
Some analysts had said in
advance of the report that the
nation's output in April had shown
signs of stabilizing, including a
slower loss of factory jobs.

Although factory payrolls
declined by about 40,000, the loss
was considerably less than the
average 115,000 in the previous
five months, according to the
Labor Department.
Payrolls fell by 92,000 in March,
when industrial production dropped
a revisal 0.6 percent, even steeper
than the 0.3 percent first reported.
"Production of motor vehicles
rose again in April, with a jump in

truck assemblies accouning for
most of the gain," the Fed said.
"Outside of motor vehicles and
parts, industrial production
declined 0.2 percent."
The earlier Labor Deparment
report had shown that the auto
industry added nearly 15,000 workers in April, reflecting resumed
production at some plants followMg inventory control shutdowns.
The Fed said output of consumer

goods other than motor vehicles
was little changed in March and
April after four months of significant declines. The firming mostly
reflected gains in output of durable
consumer goods, such as furniture,
carpeting and appliances, it
explained.
Economists are looking for consumers, who account for two-thirds
of_the_nation's economic activity,
to lead the economy out of the

4
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Baesler was also critical of Jones involving Jones and Baesler was
for making comments about politi- Dr. Floyd Poore.
Poore made his standard pitch
.al matters io private that he
dechnes- to repeat trt.-cniblie.----------about cutting taxes, making health
He mentioned the - comment care affordable and economic
•
Jones made to union members in development.
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heart out.' politically and his private warnings that Wilkinson had
made a deal with Republican candidate Larry Hopkins.
Baesler said his comments on By CHARLES WOLFE
individuals and issues are the save Associated Press Writer
on his commercials and is
RHODA, Ky. -- The Republican
appearances.
'The difference is what he says rivals for governor battered each
about candidates is not in public," other with bare-knuckles oratory at
Baesler said. "I v}ill say absolutely a 'candidate forum Saturday.
Larry Forgy, who has Made cam- nothing in.the Media that 1 won't
finance a central issue in his
said.
paign
0,aesler
podium,:
Tay on this
'Jones, who preceded Bacsler on low-budget challenge to U.S.. Rep..
Larry Hopkins. said the welli the Podium. promised his campaign
would stay out of individual. spats. financed congressman "has more
"We're going to stay on the strings on (him) than Howdy
- high-Toad." Jones-said.
He alsO 'questioned-. Hopkins'
prorrii.Sed..tO talk-al:01a Mats
regional
knowledge of state finances, parti'and tiieritioned ts0
cularly a prediction that Kentucky.
airport for _ western Kentucky..and
opening economic development faces a $200 million budget
shortage.
offices for particular regions of the
"You don't know any more
state.
"If we work together, there's no_ about fiscal pcjicy in this state than
a -goat does about'Sistidaschl
•limit t{: what we can accomplish."
Forgy said.
Jones said.

•

"I will not be negative throughout this campaign," Poore said
"Because if being governor means
that I have to cut up another human
being to accomplish that mission.
then I would just as soon not be
governor of Kentucky."
Republicans Larry Hopkins and
Larry Forgy also took part in the
forum.
Forgy threw a barb at Hopkins
for avoiding previous appearances
and then launched . into his antimoney. message.
"We represent an idea whose
time has come and that idea is to
chase the moneychangers out of the

temple," Forgy said.
Hopkins tossed a brickbat back
to Forgy when he said he was listening to the radio on Friday and
heard the end of a news report
about a candidate getting out of the
governor's race.
"I said, 'Oh no, Forgy has done
it again."' Hopkins said.
'
Hopkins said he and Forgy
agreed on one point in this year's
race to be governor. "It's our
turn."
Pointing to the assembled Democrats, Hopkins said they were
vying to see who would be second
in November.

recession.
But despite the output gain, the
Fed said the operating rate of the
nation's factories, mines and utilities fell 0.2 percentage point to
78.3 percent of capacity.
Production at manufacturing
plants making both durable arid
non-durable goods edged up 0.2
percent, breaking a string of six
consecutive declines.
Output of durable goods items such as autos and appliances
expected to last more than three
years -jumped 0.6 percent after a
1.1 percent decline the previous
month.
Production of non-durable goods
such as food and fuels slipped 0.2
percent following a 0.5 percent
decrease in March.
Production at utilities, which had
advanced 0.8 percent in March,
dipped 0.1 percent last month.

GOP rivals batter each other at rally
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Hopkins reminded the crowd of
about 350 that Forgy, though
assured the party's nomination for
governor four years ago, abruptly
quit the race and left a thunderstruck GOP scrambling for a
candidate.
"I have won 11 (elections). My
opponent has never won," Hopkins
said. "My opponent has never finished and I have never quit."
When he heard Friday that a candidate for governor - Democrat
Martha Wilkinson - had dropped
out: Hopkins said his reaction was,
"Oh my God. Forgy's done it
again."
Both candidates live in Lexington, but the rally in southern
Edmonson. County was friendlier
turf for Forgy. The great patron of
lits campaign, former-Gov. Louie-Nunn, lives in neighboring Barren
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What You Nced to Know
about New-4)xper Advertiing
• Advertising is the most important communication link between the
' buyer and the seller of goods and service To make that communication
effeCtive;retailers should follow -a -few;basic steps in their advertising
strategies to make the message clear, concise and compelling. Apply the
following suggestions to all your newspaper advertising.

County and drew several ovations.
Also, the rally was on the
grounds of a restaurant owned by a
family of stunch Forgy supporters
- Edmonson County Clerk
Richard "Dickie" Sanders and his
SM.

Rules for the public speaking by
a host of Republican candidates
even included a special wrinkle for
Forgy: He not only spoke before
Hopkins, but was given two
minutes for rebuttal.
Forgy has demanded a series of
face-to-face debates with Hopkins.
Saturday's format didn't constitute
a debate, but seemed to suit Forgy's purpose.
The May 28 Republican primary
was being virtually conceded to
Hopkins when Forgy, in January,
-made•-an-entry that was nearly as
surprising as his exit in 1987.

Winnie Mandela
guilty of assault
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - A judge today found
Winnic Mandela guilty of being an
accessory to assault in the beating
of four young men who were
abducted from a church home in
1988.
Mrs. Mandela, wife of African
National Congress leader Nelson
Mandela, had been charged with
kidnapping and assault, but the
judge reduced the assault charge to
being an accessory after the fact.
Mrs. Mandela, 56, and her codefendants had proclaimed their
innocence. The cb-defendants,
Xoliswa Falati and John Morgan,
were each found guilty of kidnapping and assault.
The three had been charged in
the abduction and beating of four
young men from a Methodist
Church home in the black township
of Soweto. One of the youths was
subsequently killed.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Benefits for the Buyer: Consumers don't ;List look for products,
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for the consumer.
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atMake ads recognizable and easy-to-read: Newspaper readers are
a lot
tracted,to clean, easy-to-read layouts. Avoid cluttering ad space with
of adverof hard -to-read advertisements. Perhaps the most important part
tising in newspapers is to remember "white space." White space in ads
makes for attractive layouts. Attractive layouts attract readers. Small print
should be avoided especially if your product is aimed at the older customer.
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery:
Pick 3: 2-6-7 (two, six, seven); Lotto: 10-29-33-37-38-41 (ten, twentynine, thirty-three, thirty-seven,
thirty-eight, forty-one); jackpot: S2
million
Sunday's winning numbers selected
by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
4-7-1 (four, seven, one)

Shell

Mining output continued to slide,
falling 1.1 percent after a 0.8 percent drop the previous month.
The Fed said its industrial production index in April stood at
105.1 percent of its 1987 base of
100. It had dropped to 105.0 percent in March, the lowest since a
similar reading in June 1988.
In its capacity utilization report,
the Fed said the operating rate at
factories was 1-7.1 percent. down
from 77.2 percent in March.
But the rate at plants producing
durable goods was 75.1 percent, up
from 74.8 percent a month earlier.
However, at factories making nondurable goods, it slipped to 80.0
percent in April from 80.3 percent
the previous month.
The operating rate at mines was
down to 89.0 percent from 89.9
percent in March, while it edged
down 0.1 percentage point to 82.6
percent at utilities.
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BELGIUM

BRUSSELS- A police traffic check triggered three nights of noting in an immigrant neighborhood that littered the
streets with broken window glass from
cars, police vans and shops, an official
said today About 20 people were
reported injured, and four rooters were
arrested, a spokesman for the prosecutor's office said The official said a car
filled with Molotov cocktails exploded
Sunday night, seriously burning its three
passengers The valence started Friday
night in the city's Forest district when a
police patrol stopped a North African
immigrant nding a moped to check his
license and the officers were attacked by
dozens of other immigrants the spokesman said Police reinforcements and riot
units of the Belgian State Police had to
be called in to restore order

BURMA

BANGKOK, Thailand - Almost a year
after refusing to honor the results of
national elections, Burma's military junta
has given long jail terms to 34 opposition
members, a diplomat said today. All
belonged to the National League fdt
Democracy, the party barred from office
since it won a landslide in the parliamentary elections last May They were
among 48 people arrested at the end of
last year, purportedly for trying to set up
a parallel government, said the diplomat
who was contacted in Rangoon by tele
phone and spoke on condition of
anonymity He said 25 of those sentenced were among the 392 members of
the National League for Democracy who
won races for Parliament seats in the
election annulled by the junta Twentythree of the 34 were sentenced to 25
years in prison for alleged treason and
the other 11 received sentences of five or
10 years, he said The diplomat said the
crackdown by the junta, which took power in 1988 by crushing a previous move
ment for democracy, had succeeded in
eliminating open opposition

ous regions within Russia, news reports
said Gorbachev and Yeltsin, bitter political rivals who have been cooperating in
recent days, held a five-hour meeting in
the Kremlin with the heads of 14 of the
16 small regions They represent about
20 million of the 147 million people in the
huge republic of Russia It was decided
at the meeting that the autonomous regions, based on decisions of their individu
al legislatures, will sign the Union Treaty
as equal subjects, the independent Inter
fax news agency reported The Union
Treaty is Gorbachev's plan to redefine
the relationship between the central government and the nation's republics and
automonomous regions
The Soviet Union on Sun*MOSCOW
day destroyed its last SS-20 nuclear missile, completing the liquidation of all missiles covered by a treaty it signed with
the United States in 1987, Soviet media
reported The words "Last Rocket" were
stenciled in Russian on the dark green
missile, which is known in the Soviet military vocabulary as the RSD-10 and in the
West as the SS-20 The 'United States
-already has destroyed all of its missiles
covered under this agreement

SOUTH KOREA

SEOUL - Students armed with iron bars
and clubs stormed into the headquarters
of President Roh Tae woo's governing
party today and struggled with not police
before being ousted a short time later
The fracas at the Democratic Liberal Party building came as dissidents pledged to
extend for a third week of the country's
worst demonstrations since 1987 protests that led then President Chun Doohwan to step down This year's unrest
began after the beating death of a student by police Roh called the mounting
unrest intolerable, and police warned that
they would forcibly stop a funeral march
for the student planned for Tuesday

GERMANY

FRANKFURT - Bolstered by the latest
polls giving his party an edge over
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's governing coalition, Germany's main opposition leader
on Sunday urged new elections Hanskichen Vogel, chairman of the Social
Democratic Party, said Kohl's centerright coalition was torn by constant internal bickering, leaving the government
little time to deal with the growing problems in former East Germany However,
Vogel said he believed Kohl would net
call new elections before they are due in
1994

YEMEN

SANA - Tens of thousands of Islamic
fundamentalists demonstrated on Sunday
to protest a proposed constitution that
will be put to a nationwide vote this week
The ballot on Wednesday and Thursday
is seen as a major,test of the year-old
union between South Yemen, a Marxist
state of 2 million people, and North
Yemen, whose population of 11 million is
more religious and conservative Diplomats estimated that 100,000 turned out
for Sunday's rally, one of the largest ever
in this country on the southern tip of the
Arabian Peninsula The southerners no
longer call themselves Marxists. but liberals
U.S.S.R.
MOSCOW - In a bid to further unify the
nation, President Mikhail Gorbachev and
Russian republic leader Boris Yeltsin met
Sunday with leaders of small autonom-

ISRAEL

JERUSALEM - Tens co4, - thousands of
flag-waving Israelis marched through this
city's Arab sector on Sunday to mark the
24th anniversary of east Jerusalem's
capture from Jordan during the Middle
East War The nationalist mood ot Jeru
salem Day festivities appeared to be a
response to Secretary of State James A
Baker Ills attempts to persuade Israel to
trade Israeli captured Arab land for
peace Baker, currently on his fourth
Mideast peace mission since March. is
expected in Jerusalem for talks on Tuesday During the June 1967 war, Israel
overran the West Bank, which was part
of Jordan. and the Gaza Strip, which was
part of Egypt The areas are now home
to 1 7 million Palestinians and 100.000
Jewish settlers and are one of the major
sources of friction in the Arab Israeli
conflict

AUSTRIA

VIENNA - Albania's new Communist
government won a vote of confidence in
the new multiparty parliament Sunday,
but the main opposition party voted
against it After the government and its
program were endorsed by a majority
vote delivered by the 168 Communist
deputies, Premier Fatos Nano and his
ministers were sworn in before President
Pamir Alia, the state-run ATA news
agency reported The 75 Democratic Party members in the 250 seat unicameral
assembly voted against the government.
and the handful of deputies from the
small ethnic Greek Omonta organization
abstained, said a report from the Democratic Party The Communists won twothirds of the assembly seats last month in
Albania s first multiparty elections since
the 1920s

ROMANIA

BUCHAREST -- Nearly 1 million abor
lions were performed in Romania in
1990, the year after a ban was lifted tol
lowing the ouster of Communist dictator
Nicolae Ceausescu, health experts say
That amounts to three abortions for every
birth, the officials said Saturday The rate
is nearly the reverse of that in the United
Stales, which U S government figures
put at one abortion for every 2 8 births in
a report last fall Speaking at a two-day
conference on sex education the Roma
man health experts said the government
would try to reduce the number of abortions by sharply raising the fee, and by
introducing sex education in schools

SRI LANKA

COLOMBO - The governing party won
an overwhelming victory Sunday in local
council elections, and President Ranasinghe Premadasa said the results were
a vote of confidence for his embattled
government Premadasa's 2 year old
government is engaged in an all-out war
against Tamil secessionist guerrillas in
the north and east, and voting was
canceled in those regions Nevertheless
of the 8 7 million eligible voters, 75 per
cent turned out -- a record for local
elections
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1991 GRADUATION GIFTS
1991 American Eagles minted and dated
the year of someone's graduation are the
perfect gifts to ensure that special event
is remembered forever. Each comes with
deluxe gift packaging and is encapsulated
to preserve its pristine condition for years
to come.
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Adams Construction and Adam
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — tributions. And the Kentucky Regi"Pooling" of numerous donations stry of Election Finance — for the Stone in Pike County donated a to'
al of $40,000 to the rano
from employees of one company is first time — is trying to' identify
aborted campaign of first la
a common way of circumventing groups of big givers.
Kentucky laws designed to limit
Martha- Wilkinson.
Meanwhile, all candidates for
the political influence of businesses governor have been campaigning
—People connected with Mon
tam n Enterprises, the, road-buildi,-,,
and special interests, according to a on ethics platforms that include
published report.
some combination of proposals for giant based at Gov. Wallace Wit,
The Courier-Journal said Sunday campaign-finance reform, contract- inson's office park in Lexingto
its revievi of reports shows patterns procurement reform or ethics gave at least $57,000 to his wit
indicating that officers of certain codes.
A Courier-Journal review .
companies have gathered contribbYet with the exception of Repu- reports Covering contributio:
tions from their employees. These blican Larry Forgy — who has lim- through late April shows the •
'individual" contributions can add ited contributions to $300 per per- trends in the following campaigr
up to hefty sums from the compa- son — the candidates have rolled
—Martha Wilkinson entered ti.
nies to the candidates.
up large amounts from officers and race last summer, relatively lat
Kentucky laws ban corporate employees, and their relatives, of but raised about $3.5 millio
contributions and prohibit a person companies that are regulated by the before dropping out Friday.
from donating in someone else's state or that rely on state business.
Engineers and architects who vie
name. It does not, however, prohiThe biggest sum in this cam- for no-bid state contracts were th
bit the so-called "pooling" of paign is the $98,833 contributed to biggest single group of contributoi
donations from a company's Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones from peo- to Wilkinson, with James-Winstea
employees.
ple affiliated with PIE Mutual of Louisville leading the way. Pco
Last month a grand jury in Lex- Insurance Co. of Cleveland and its pie with connections to that fins
ington charged that EO Associates, law firm.
gave a total of at least $46,000, Poi!
Approximately 1,328 graduates participated in Commencement Ceremonies Saturday at Murray State
a Lexington architectural firm, and
But that isn't the only huge Tenney.-Pavoni Associates oi
Outstanding
Gargus
and
University. Giving addresses at the event were Outstanding Senior Man Keith
its officers went beyond circum- donation accumulated from mem- Louisville, and the Lexington firm.
Senior Woman Maronda Dockery.
venting the law and broke it — by bers of a single corporate group: of American Engineering an,
giving money to employees to cov—Jerry Carroll and other owners WMB Inc., each gave more, tha.
er their contributions.
of Turfway Park in Florence, along $30,000. Those associated,. wit:,
Now federal and state prosecu- with employees and relatives, have many other engineering firms gay,
(Cont'd from page 1)
"Our state and our nation need Technology; and Tharon M. Kirk, tors are pressing that investigation, donated $70,000 to Jones.
more to the Wilkinson campaig,
—Over a two-day period in late than the troubled E0 Associate.
"We, as the class of 1991, will thinking, concerned, involved citi- visiting assistant professor of nurs- to see whether other firms- might
have covered their employees' con- March, 10 people connected with
step forward to form relationships zens more than ever today. Some ing, College of Science.
which gave just $16,000.
and share our love with family, of the problems that are facing us
with friends and also with those will require new solutions; others
-people who can't Jove us in return. may require you to assert values
All of us will encounter someone at that are not new but may have
some time or another who may gathered a little dust," Kurth said.
need our help, our listening ears or
"It is the search for truth, the
just our smile. That love we can habit of inquiry, that has been the
show to people will be the out- goal of your education here. So
standing achievement that no one long as you preserve the habit of
can take away from us," she said. inquiry and insist on the same right
"Ftellow graduates, as we .get for others, your education will
rea0 to step off in different direc- retain its meaning."
tions, may we always remember to
Kurth urged graduates not to
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strive to do our very best. May we forget that "we at Murray State
entitles everyone 60 years of age or
always carry in our hearts the love have tried to impart to you know1
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and genuine concern shown to us ledge in pursuit of virtue. As a
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by our families, our faculty and
Murray State graduate„ we expect
Stores every Wednesday. That's in
staff and each other. May we keep
you to continue to pursue that goal,
addition to our already low prices.
the love for God and map our top
that is, seeking knowledge in purAnd remember, senior citizens save
Priorities." said Dockery. a member suit of virtue, as a citizen and as a
100/a EVERYDAY on prescriptions.'•
member of a family and a
of the Murray Christian
You can save
profession.
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By SYDNEY RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
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LONDON — The world's population is growing faster than predicted,
'`:.
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increasing the pressures on the natural resources needed for global survi- En MI MI
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MI MI
val, a, U.N. report said today.
PM
The population is expected to reach 5.4 billion by mid-1991 and then
perhaps
as
billion
soon
as
2050
—
rise to about 10.2
about 25 years earNyOFF:
50:
:1E1:
lier than previous projections, the report said.
About 95 percent of the increase is coming in the poorer, developing
nations least able to cope, said the report, "The State of the World Popu3FOOT CARE ITEM I .
HOSIERY
lation 1991."
_
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The populations of North America and Europe will increase little
through births, but the industrial nations could face increasing pressures
from immigrants fleeing poverty and environmental problems, the report
said.
Dr. Nails Sadik, executive director of the United Nations Population
43.55
.
Fund, told reporters that to stabilize world population at 10.2 billion by
ASSORTED SIZES
2075, fertility would have,to be lowered from the current 3.8 births per
EFFiROEPiT
woman to 3.3 births.
32 OZ "couples
To do this, the !limber of
practicing contraception in the deveUNDERGARMENTS
* LISTERINE
loping world must increase by 50 percent, from 381 million in 1990 to
AND BRIEFS
• LISTERMINT
567 million by 2000, she said.
"We can already see the warning signs of missing our targets," she
39
9
Your
said. "These signs represent trends that if not checked portend an omin(&oh r
ous future."
Increasing human demands are damaging the natural resources that
underpin economic development and human survival, the report said.
Slower population growth and more even distribution of people would
help relieve the pressure on land, energy resources, watersheds and forests, it said.
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PERSPECTIVE
V.P.s aren't chosenfor succession

Our policy on political letters
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times m
write letters'to the editor on a variety of topics. Recently, many of
our letters have dealt with the upcoming primary elections. We are
pleased to offer our pages as a forum for public political expression,
and all letters on the elections received in our office before Friday.
May 24, will be printed, provided they meet with our usual guidelines concerning letters.
Under those guidelines, all letters must be signed by the writer,
and the writer's address and telephone number must be included for
verification (telephone numbers will not be published). The editor
reserves the tight to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. Kentucky 42071.

WASHINGTON — Some dates
cling in the memory like cockleburs on a dog's back. My parents
remembered a November day in
1918. My sons remember another
November day — the day John
Kennedy was killed. My own generation cherishes a vivid recollection of April 12, 1945. Let me
recall it for a moment. The reason
will be apparent.
It was a. Thursday. I was working late in the city room of the
afternoon News Leader in Richmond, Va. A little before 6 o'clock
The Associated Press teletype suddenly erupted with a hell-ringing
alarm. Flash! "Roosevelt dead."
. For millions of Americans who
were born about 1920, the news
was stunning. Franklin -Delano
_Roosevelt was._ the .only president
we had -ever krih. Our first reaction was sheer disbelief -7 the
report could not be true. Then
came a paralyzing second thought:
My Goc1, we said, Harry Truman!
Harry Trunian is president!
What did we know of Truman?
Atmost nothing. As a product of
the old Pendergast machine in Kansas City, he had been elected to the
Senate in 1934 and re-elected in
1940, but he was little known beyond the Potomac. At the Democratic convention of 1944, Roosevelt
felt compelled to dump Vice President Henry Wallace. He wanted

S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
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('bud Sexual -Abusers Must He stopped
Few crimes eommitted in the United States toda at feet one as
deepls as the crime of child abuse and neglect. It has almost become
a dads occurrence news reports of a child being sexuall or
ph \ siealls •mistreated. Aceording. to the Department kit Justice, in
19i49 alone, there were 2.4 million reported eases of child abuse. Of
thol. 1$0,000 ink oIs ed sexual abuse. In addition, Childllelp USA
girls will
estimates that I out of es ers hos. and I out of e‘et
be sexualls abused of ‘1,:tinuied before the age of Ps. 1 hese
astonishing figures restral the need for Federal. Sfati4 and local
oft icials to become ins ols ed, to eliminate these at troms to human
decencs .
The horrifying traets and statistics do not stop there. According
to the National Institute of Mental Health,. the tpical ekuld sesual
oftender •ss ill molest an aserage of I soungsters in his her lifetime_
and garner Multiple child abuse cons let ions.. These child Molesters
aren't local bums that hang out on-the corner - the are pediatricians, child psscholoeists, and counselors in boss k:amps. among
'other professionals. These Miffs iduals has e sought (-mt.-employment
that enables them to has e eass a.:,:ess to Lhildien.
. or _example,in.1.96.5. a Mar land school pss ebologist vs as con,sicted of child Molestation and recer ed -a probated sentence. He
Nas hired as a school p_sy etiologist, and was subse-.
mosed,to
quentl arrested for the molestation of 12 to 15 elementary school
children. In 1986, a phsieian in Ohio was cons icted of molestation.
'He tilt3ied 10 Washington. D.C.,resumed-medical practice-, and was • again arrested -in 198-, cons icted for molesting children in a hospital.
Without a means of tracking cons icted child sexual abusers, how
are we to protect our children from these monsters.'
One was is through tough legislation. I ater this sear, I intend
to propose a bill that will assist in combating this seps problem. By
requiring convicted :Mild abusers to he registe?ed with the National
Crime.lntormation Center, we,can
Will be able_to _clamp_ do w n _
on second-incident offenders by hasing informal ion asailable, and
easil!, accessible for esery child care organization in the United States.
Taxpaser expense would be limited merely to records administration.
I am currently working with the Justice Department, the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, and the Federal
, Bureau of Investigation to-further develop this.lesivlation and other.
methods of protecting children. The time has come for Congress to
aggressively address the growing problem of child abuse and neglect
in America. As lawmakers, we must act to safe-guard the uses of
children today, and tomorrow.
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William 0. Douglas as a replacement, but Douglas could not be
talked off the Supreme Court.
Roosevelt then settled upon the
insignificant junior senator from
Missouri, and with the approval of
labor boss Sidney Hillman, the
convention cast its vote for
Truman.
Everyone knows the rest of the
story. Harry Truman went on to
become one of the most admired
-presidents in the history of the
office. Let me return to current
events.
By Tuesday morning George
Bush's heart was beating in its normal rhythm. He was out of the hospital, back in the Oval Office, bantering with reporters. But the newspapers were filled with macabre
speculation: Suppose Bush had
died. My God, we would have said,
Dan QUAYLE is president! And
the remarkable thing is that -after
the shock had subsided, the nation
Would have rallied to Quayle's
support.

succeeded by Geraldine Ferraro.
Think about it.
From the moment that . pan
Quayle came boating across the
Mississippi at the New Orleans
convention of 1988, political buffs
have wondered why on earth Bush
choose Dan Quayle. To this day
Bush has never candidly explained
his thinking. Supposedly Quayle
would appeal to younger voters.
His good looks might attract the
ladies (chauvinistic thought!) Other
possibilities, notably Sen. Bob
Dole, would upstage Bush. Sen.
Nancy Kassebaum was wrong on
abortion. And so on.
Over the past two years Quayle
occasionally has embarrassed his
boss.-- He has a way of doing dumb
things. In Central America he
.leaves watching reporters dumbfounded as he buys — and demonstrates — an obviously male doll. In
the midst of the uproar over John
Sununu's abuse of airplane privileges. Quayle flies off to Augusta
for a few rounds of golf.
Let us pray for the good health
of George Bush, but let us be fair,
to Dan Quayle. No vice president
is expected to be brilliant, and
Quayle has lived up to that -expectation, but he has grown in the job
and he's doing well. Suppose we
knock off the Quayle jokes. Somehow they're not so very funny any
more.

A NE rkwitfAi

Today is Monday. May 13, the 133rd day of 1991. There are 232 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
_ Ten years ago, on May 13,1981. Pope John- Paul II was shot and seriously wounded in SL Peter's Square by 'Turkish . aisailant MetrriC1 Ali
Agca.
On this date:
in 1607. the English colony. at Jamestown. Va.. was settled_
_
In 1842, composer Sir Arthur Sullivan. who collaborated with Sir William 6i1bert in writing 14 comic operas. was born in London.
In 1846, the United States declared a state of war already existed
against Mexico.
,In )914, boxing champion Joe Louis was born in Lafayette. Ala.
In 1917. three peasant children near Fatima, Portugal. reported 'seeing a
vision of the Virgin Mary.
In 1918. the first U.S. airmail stamps. featuring a picture of an airplane,
were introducet(On some of the stamps, the airplane was printed upsidedown, making them collector's items).
In 1940, in his first speech as prime minister of Britain. Winston-Churchill told the House of Commons, "I have nothing to offer but blood, toil,
tears and sweat."
in 1954. President Eisenhower signed into law the St. Lawrence SeaWay Development Act.
In 1958, Vice President Richard M. Nixon's limousine was battered by
rocks thrown by anti-U.S. demonstrators in Caracas. Venezuela.
In 1985, a confrontation between Philadelphia police and the radical
group MOVE ended as police dropped an explosive onto the group's
headquarters. Eleven people died in the resulting fire.
Five years ago: Secretary' of State George P. Shultz criticized former
Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos, saying the deposed leader was
using his safe haven in Hawaii to cause trouble for the new government of
Corazon Aquino.
One year ago: Two U.S. airmen were shot to death in the Philippines.
on the eve of talks concerning the future of U.S. military bases; the revolutionary New People's Army claimed responsibility for the killings.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Beatrice Arthur is 65. Critic Clive Barnes is
64. Director-choreographer Herbert Ross is 64. Actor Franklin Ajaye is
42. Singer Stevie Wonder is 41.
Thought for Today: "There is nothing new except what is forgotten.''
..Anonymous.
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By James J. Kilpatrick
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End of tasteless speculation. The
point is worth making that vice
presidents generarally are chosen
for reasons that have nothing to do
with succession to the presidency.
Think of a few vice presidential
candidates we have known.
In 1960 John F. Kennedy asked
for Lyndon Johnson for brazenly
political reasons. He desperately
needed the 24 electoral votes of
Texas — or thought he needed
them — and Johnson could deliver.
Four years later, when Republicans nominated Barry Goldwater
for an exercise in futility, Goldwater astonished the convention by
asking for William E. Miller as his
running mate. Miller? Goldwater
later explained that he chose Bill
Miller mainly to annoy Lyndon
Johnson.
Why did Richard Nixon choose
Spiro Agnew as his running mate
in 1968? Only Nixon knows. As
the undistinguished governor of a
politically unimportant state (Maryland), Agnew brought no additional
strength to the Republican ticket.
Remember George McGovern's
campaign in 1972? His first choice
was a pleasant political unknown,
Sen. Tom Eagleton. His second
choice was R. Sargent Shriver. The
country blinked. R. Sargent Who?.
Of more recent memory, let us
suppose that Walter Mondate had
been elected in 1984, only to be
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In past, life wasn't a game ofchicken

r

Seeing the Washington riot
scenes on television, I assumed that
many of the .rioters .had suddenly.
been. overwhelmed by a desperate
craving for fried chicken. That •
seemed like a logical assumption,
since they had smashed their way
into a chicken joint and were looting it of every last wing and
drumstick.
It wasn't until later tha4 I discovered that it wasn't chicken they
were- after. Not at all. What they
wanted was more bilingual education in their schools; more police
officers who can speak Spanish;
better paying jobs and more spacious housing, a more sincere
effort by the rest of us to understand their culture; and a greater
voice 'in government, even for
those who aren't citizens or are
here illegally.
I discovered this by reading what
various experts on what is called
the "Hispanic . community" had to
say about the riots.
One of them said: "We can't tolerate this situation no more. We
have to let people know we are
humans and we have rights too."
And what better way to do it
than to smash into a chicken joint
and make off with-all the chicken?

It just -shOWs how dumb my
father was, may he rest in peace.
. My father, like Many Americans,
was an immigrant. He came here
along all the way from Eastern
Europe on an old boat when he was
about 10. His widowed mother preceded him by three years so she
could earn some money and bring
him to Chicago.
He couldn't speak a word of
English. And the insensitive school
systems provided no bilingual education. Not for the Poles, Italians,
Germans, Russians or any of the
other great waves of European
immigrants.
Of course it wouldn't have mattered if they had, since he didn't go
to school. Times were tough, so he
got a job on a coal barge. Child
labor laws weren't very trict in
those days.
Then' he picked up other common labor jobs, whatever he could
get, as long as it paid a buck. And
by the time WW I broke out, and
he went in the Army, he could even
speak an understandable form of
broken English. He couldn't read
or write, but the Army didn't care
so long as he could aim a rifle.
Later, though, he taught himself
to read and write well enough to

understand a newspaper and a racing form. He even got good enough
at reading anewriting and math to
keep his own books when he ended
his 'series of careers as a cabdriver,
a cross-country trucker and a milkman to open his own saloon.
Of course, he never lost his
accent, so for a long time he had to
tolerate being called a "greenhorn"
more than once.
I'm not sure if he was frustrated
by the government's failure to provide him with better housing. As a
kid, he lived in dumps: As a matter
of fact, when I was a kid we lived
in dumps. Of course, -we didn't
know they were dumps because
nobody' told us. They had running
water, indoor toilets and the kerosene stove kept the place warm.
The ceilings didn't leak and diligent use of rat traps kept the rodent
problem under control. Young Abe

Lincoln never h.ad it so good.
Nor was he frustrated because
_the government didn't provide him
a better job, business loans, student
loans or any other form of assistance. At the time, about, all the
government provided, was a neighborhood- police station, firehouse,
public school and garbage- collection. Anything else, you were on
your own.
However, his ethnic group, like
many otherss, built churches and
formed fraternal organizations, credit unions and other institutions to
help each other out with loans and,
in extreme cases, even charity. But
you had to be really down on your
luck to rate a handout. You didn't
qualify just by being a loser.
I was always proud of the old
man, his independence, the way he
did it on his own while overcoming
more than a few handicaps.
But now I realize that he was a
sucker. What he should have done
was bust into a chicken joint as a
social statement of his discontent.
He could have cut a better deal
for the rest of us.
On the other hand, he never
liked fried chicken. He said it was
better in soup with noodles.
Stretched a meal better.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Wendy Lovett is pictured with
First Lady Phyllis George Brown
for winning first place in "Save the
Mansion" Art arid Literary Contest.
A Murray High School junior, she
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Lovett. She was one of 28
statewide winners to receive a $50
savings bond at a receptibn On May
6 at the state capitol.
_Mrs. Burtis Edwards of 743
Nash Dr., Murray, was winner of
the first "Mother of the Year" contest, sponsored by Juanita's Flowers, Inc. She was chosen from letter
„Written by her daughter, Euple
Ward.
Vicky Holton was presented Girl
of the Year Award by Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at

anniversary meeting at Brass
Lantern.
Twenty years ago
Sp/4 Richard 0. Larson, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson, has
been awarded a certificate of
achievement from U.S. Army Medical Command at Germany where
he is stationed.
The Rev. Grandville Courtney of
Porter, Ind., is the new pastor of
Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
Church, Murray.
Mrs. Flora Smith celebrated her
85th birthday on April 19 with a
family dinner at Farmington Community Building.
Elected as officers of Speech
Club at Calloway County High
School were Dale Arnold, Johnny
Riley. Laura Sills and David Hall.

Thirty years ago
Prof. John R. Tuska of Murray
State College Art Department has
won two awards in Decorative Arts
and Cramics Exhibition at Wichita,
Kansas.
Members of American Legion
Auxiliary will sell poppies, made
by veterans, in Murray on May 27,
according to Mrs. Ethel Key, auxiliary president, and Mrs. Ned Wilson, poppy sale chairman.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Crosser, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Ford Williams, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Vane Walker,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Futrell
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerrol
Summerville.

Forty years ago
Pfc. Joe Mason Knight, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.S. Knight, has been
reported wounded in action in
Korea. His wounds occurred on
April 28.
Members of cast of play, "For
Pete's Sake," presented May 11 by
Senior Class of Lynn Grove High
School were Patsy Wilson, Gene
Summers, Swann Parks, Bobbye
Jones, Phillip Murdock, Patricia
Morton, Carolyn Hughes, Ted
Howard, Rachel Brandon, Betty
Underwood and Kenny Murdock.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lions Club were Rue Overby, Fred
Schultz Jr., H.B. Bailey Jr., O.C.
McLemore, Rob Huie, Henry Fulton, James Dale Clopton and Norman Hale.
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Murray Police Department will sponsor a drug awareness meeting
Tuesday, May 14, from 6 to 8:15 p.m. in Hospitality Room of University
Branch of Bank of Murray. There will be three major subjects covered by
three key speakers as follows: "The Tragic and Medical Effects of Drug
Abuse" - Lt. Mike Farley, Murray Fire Department; "How Drug Abuse
is Combated Through Law Enforcement" - Det. Ricky Latimer, Murray
Police Department; "The Effects of Drug -Abuse in the Home"- Pastor
Charles Anderson, Cherry Corner Baptist Church. An open discussion
will be held and refreshments will be served. For more information call
Murray Police Chaplain, Scott Bivins at 759-9571 or 753-1621.

Hamada speaking at Memorial
Louis Hamada, Ph.D., is speaker at special Bible seminar being held at
Memorial Baptist Church. Services are at 7 p.m. nightly, Monday through
Wednesday. 'Mid East Conflict and Bible Prophecy' will be theme of Hamada's discussion. For information call 753-3182.

Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will be Tuesday,
May 14, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'Home Health Services' will be discussed by Lisa Payton R.N., MCCH
Home Care Services director. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale,
762-1100, or Jorena Randolph, 753-5561.

Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 14, at 10 a.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 'Calcium & Beta Blocker Medications' will be discussed by Darold Keller, R.Ph., pharmacy director. For
more information contact Shirley Lamb, 762-1170.

Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on Tuesday,
May 14, at 10 a.m. at the home of Glenda Gallimore, Hazel, fifth house on
left past state line in Tennessee. The Executive Board will meet at 9 a.m.
at
the Gallimore home. Plans .for_.the 'Garden Party' luncheon on Tuesday,
May 21, at 12 noon at Seven Seas will be completed. All interested women
are invited to attend the prayer coffee and the luncheon. For information call
Jill Courtney, MCWC chairman.

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, May
14, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The "doors will open at 6 p.m.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, May 14, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne;
753-0224, Mary, 1-527.0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249. ,

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church on
Tuesday. May 14, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event
is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshmen
ts.

Story Hours at Calloway County Public Library will be Tuesday, May 14,
at 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday, May 15, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library, according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services
Director at the library. Story Hours are for children, 3 to 8. Parents and
Twos will be at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. For information call
753-2288.
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Lynn Warren, current instructor for Calloway County Elementary Art
Program, will again be offering weekly art classes this summer, starting
May 22, at Murray-Calloway County Park.
Class sessions will include drawing, paint -g, design, printing, marblizing, collage, jewelry making. _stulpture_ancl_fabrie applications.
Classes will run 10 weeks throughout the summer on Wednesdays from
9 a.m. to 12 noon and Ito 4 p.m.; and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 12.noon
and 1 to 4 p.m. with students attending one session a week for 1 to 3
hours.
The scheduled days are May 22, 23, 29 and 30; June 5, 6, 19, 20, 26
and 27; July 10, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25 and 31; Aug. 1, 7 and 8.
Registration should be made by Saturday, May 18 with a one time
material fee required. For more information or to register, %lite or call
Lynn Pesoat Warren, Rt. 1, Box 222, Kirksey, Ky. 42054, phone
489-2751.

TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, May 14, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,_
nonprofit weight-control organization with over 320,000 members worldwide. Its program is based on a combination of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox
at 759-9964

Because of the illness of the teacher, no ceramics classes will be held
during the month of May for the Senior Citizens at Weaks Community Center. Other activities and meals will continue at the center, according to Jackie Jordan, executive director of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Program, Inc. The center is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Murray Elementary Parent-Teacher Organization will meet tonight -(Monday) from 7 to 8 p.m. at Robertson Elementary School. An election of officers will be held. The Kindergarten Class will provide the entertainment. All
parents of all children in Robertson and Carter Centers are encouraged to
attend, a PTO spokesperson said.

Dustin Lane Black celebrated his second birthday Saturday, May 11,
with his family and friends at his home. His parents are Rodney and
Tammy Black. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Boyd and
Mrs. Clemmie Black and the late Harlan ,Black. all of Murray.

Babies, dismissals are released
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, May
9, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Sholar baby boy, parents, Jonathan
and Susan, Rt.,- 1, Box 1008, Fox
Ridge, Benton;
Ross baby boy, parents., Matt and
Kim. At. 8, Box 462, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Tammy Frederick and baby
girl, 69B North Tanyard Rd.. Cadiz;

DEAR ABBY: I hope that by
printing this letter it, will make
other parents do some serious
thinking about their relationships
with their teenS:
*
My neighbor's ..17-year.old
daughterand thedaughter's 16-yearold girlfriend spent two hours talking to me about boys and sex.The 17year-old is thinking about having
sex with her boyfriend. While I certainly did not encourage it, I did talk
openly about safe-sex practices and
birth control. I also explained why it
would be bettor if she waited until
she is older and more mature.
What bothers me the most is, why
aren't these girls talking totheir own
mothers? The girls are friends of my
teen-aged sons - that is how they
know me.
Abby, it isn't my place to talk to
them about these things, but _since
I'm the only one they trust. I won't
betray them. My sons and I are very
open with each other,and we discuss
everything they have on their minds.
- - i wish more parents-would listen to their kids-even if what the kids
say may shock and dismay them.
Parents shouldn't judge - they
show-ldjustbe there for their children.
SOMEBODY ELSE'S MOM
DEAR MOM: The neighbors'
kids are talking to you because
they are not comfortable talking
to their own moms(or dads).How
lucky for them that you are there
for them.
Unfortunately,not all parents
are comfortable talking to their
teens about safe-sex practices
and birth control. Some may
even resent the fact that their
children are getting information
from a neighbor(you)that they,

Bennie Cooper, 1414B Stadium View
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy Norsworthy„ 1500 London Dr., Murray; Mrs. •Sheila Pritchett.
At. 4; Box 81A, Murray; Mrs. Martha
Hicks, At. 2, Box 549, Benton;
Mrs. Betty Kelso, 400 Dollar St.,
Princeton: Steve Lassiter, 1913 Wiswell Rd., Murray, Eric Baker, 419
South 10th St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine, At. 3,
Box 256, Murray; Rex Brittain, Rt. 7,
Box 492, Mayfield.

their own parents, would be reluctant to give them.
I say,if kids ask-they are old
enough to know. What our children don't know can hurt them.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you
for advice about a dilemma .that I
never thought would happen to me.
Several months ago, I asked a girl to
attend the high school prom with me.
She didn't say yes, but she didn't say
no either. A couple of weeks later, I
asked her again, and she was very
evasive. Tired of her games, I asked
another girl and she said yes right
away. When the first girl found out
that I had asked someone else to the
prom, she became moody and distant. Then I found out through the
grapevine that she had bought a
prom dress on the assumption that
she was going with me.
I have no sympathy for her: Her
indefinite replies left me secondguessing, so I asked somebody else.
Now several people seem to think
that I am at fault. The way I see it,
since I asked her twice without getting a definite response, I think I
should be allowed to ask somebody
else. Am I. right?
SELF-DEFENSE

Ladies' Day Golf at Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 15, starting at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed in the pairings
listed below, please come to be
paired at the tee or call one of the
hostesses, Rowena Cullom,
753-8036, or Cathryn Garrott,
753-7809.
A golf meeting and sack lunch
will follow the golf play.
The lineup is as foll6Ws:
Tee 18 - Joanna Gibbs, Toni Hopson, Betty Stewart and Betty Jo
Purdom,
Tee 17 - Frances Hulse, Torla Fike,
Betty Hinton and Cathryn Garrott,
Tee 16 - lnus Orr, Tern Shertzen,
Betty Scott and Rainey Apperson;
Tee 15 - Betty Lowry, Evelyn Jones,
Billie Cohoon and Freda Steely,
Tee 14 - venela Sexton, Lula Bingham, Sue Brown and Anna Mary
Adams;
Tee 13 - Mary Bogard, Margaret
Shuffett, Edith Garrison and Martha
Sue Ryan,
Tee 12 - Rowena Cullom, Shirley
Jenstrom, Sue Costello and Louise
Lamb
Tee 11 - Mary Frances Bell, Della
Miller, Helen Webb and Frances
Richey;

Ladies' Day events at Oaks
'Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 15.
A ladies day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon. Reservations
should be made with Paula Crouse
and Debbie Shapla, co-chairwomen
of the luncheon committee.
Other hostesses will be Jill Buytterworth, Betty Thompson, Shelly
Jones, Gayle Toon, Edith Story,
Wilma Pace, Jackie Abbott, Melva
Hatcher, Anna Bailey, Shelba Barnett, Debbie Ray, Angie Glisson,
Martha Pitman, Cynthia Shaw, Gail
Gipson, Lorraine Maggard, Debbie
Jones, Saundra Edwards, Rebecca
Noffsinger, Lou Darnell, Tammie
Crouse and Shelia Crosslin.
Bridge with Maxa Read as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start at
with .Ada Sue Roberts as
for a golf scramble.
Winners of golf play on Wednes-

Tee 10 - Geri Andersen, Nancy
Haverstock, Peggy Shoemaker and
Billie Wilson,
Tee 9 - Lorene Claxton,
Alexander, Teresa Garland and Lois
Keller,
Tee 8 - Bonnie Kessler, Sussie Butterworth, LaVerne Ryan and Patty
Claypool
Tee 7 - Rebecca West, Ann Brown
Marion Pool and Barbara Tompkins

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 8, haye been released by
Mary Frances BelLand Anna Mary
Adams, hostesses, as follows:
Overall Medalist - Joanna Gibbs;
Championship flight - Joanna
Gibbs, first; Betty Lowry, lnus Orr
and Frances Hulse tied for runnerup with Hulse as winner;
First flight - Toni Hopson, winner; Tonja Fikc and Evelyn Jones
tied with Jones as winner;
Second flight - Cathryn Garrott,
winner; Freda Steely and Betty
Hinton tied with Steely as winner;
Third flight - Mary Frances Bell:
winner, Peggy Shoemaker,
runnerup;
Pourth flfght - Shirley Tenstrom,
winner, Helen Webb, rupnerup.

day, May 8,'have been released by
Bronda Parker and Sue Stone, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Sue Lamb,
first, Burlene Brewer, second;
First flight - Irene Woods, first,
Sue Wells, second;
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Sue Stone, second;
Third flight - Bonna Yates, first,
Robbie Martin, second;
Fourth flight - Bobbie Burks,
first, Marge Foster, second.

24-.1Ioar Program information
-(502) 753-3314

DEAR SELF-DEFENSE: You
are absolutely right, beyond a
shadow of a doubt!

Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookbooklet. Send a long, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 1E4.50 in Canada)to: Deat
Abby, Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447: Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is included.)
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Members of the 1975 graduating class at Calloway County High School
have started a special fund to help one of their classmates, Mrs. LaRhea
Miller Stewart, wife of Ricky Stewart, with expenses for her cancer treatment. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their three children reside on Rt. 6, Murray.
Persons may leave their contributions to the fund at the South Side Branch
of Bank of Murray. For more information call Vicky Butterworth White at
435-4201.

CPR Recertification Class planned
A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Recertification Class will be
Saturday, May 18, at 1 p.m. in the educational area of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher. All persons interested in
this recertification CPR class, sponsored by Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, are asked to call Peggy Billington, executive director,
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Red
Cross office, 753-1421.

Vietnam Veterans reunion planned
The third annual Kentucky Vietnam Veterans reunion will be May 17-19 at
Fountain Plaza, next to the Capital Plaza Hotel, Fankfort. Special activities
have been scheduled throughout the weekend to honor these veterans who
served in the military during the Vietnam-era, 1962-1975. For more information call Cindy Dumas, coordinator, 1-584-2456, work, or 1-454-4981, home_
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The second reunion for the Cook families and mends, formerly from
between the rivers near Model and Rushing Creek, Tenn., will be Sunday.
May 26, at Paris Landing State Park. The event will be near the pool area. A
potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. A special invitation is extended to
anyone from Vinson school days. For additional information call 753-5093,
evenings.
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8

Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
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CALENDAR

Of-fiCel"S

Monday, May 13
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education. Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m/Water Valley
Community Center.

•

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
•

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church,
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./home of
Jeannetta .Wiliams.
Murray Woman's Club installed new officers and held a memorial
service for deceased members Monday, May 6, at the club house.
Ruth Davis, Hampton, governor of First District of KFWC, third
right in top left photo, installed new,officers, from left, Sandra
Duncan-Thurman, corresponding secretary, Naomi Rogers, treasurer,
Vanda Gibson, second vice, Eva Morris, first vice, Gerry Reed, president, and Lou Ann Philpot, recordidg secretary. New department
chairmen are Joyce McKeel, Alpha; Betty Scott and Toni Hopson,
Creative Arts; Ruth Cole, Delta; Mary Wells, Garden; Clara Humphrey, Home; Marsha Tucker, Kappa,: Laura Miller, Music; Martha
Andrus, Sigma; Mary Ann Russell,'Theta, Lula Belle Hodges, Zeta. In
top right photo are, from left, Gydeen Fisher of Springfield, Tenn.,
guest soloist, and Opal Howard who conducted the memorial service
for Juletta. Christopher, Margery Crawford and Lochie Hart, members who have died during the past year. In bottom photo, are, from
left, Chris Loftis, Debbie Shapla and Carolyn Marcum, members of
Kappa Department who were hostesses, along with Theta Department
members. At left are Eva Morris and Barbara Brandon, retiring president, now chairman of the Advisory Board of the Murray club.

Butter and margarine in diet studied
7

Gardens m,:y help in the decision
process.
. .
According to experts, most
health adults should get no inore
perceot of -dnify 'calories
th:ari
from fat. tAi. 2.000 calories per
day. that means fewer than (17
grams or about 600 calories offal.)
If a person stays within that gindeline, he dopn't need to feel guilty

BN BEI IER HOMES AD GAR- DENS- -A N.Icredith 114g4nne
Rr AP Newsteatures_
At ITNE the expertsipt everyone
all'churned up anut !lu-tter. Now a
ons margarine's role in
stud
hearldisease risk'. In a 'quandary
over which product to choose? This
overviev, from Better Homes and

about enjoying butter on a baked
potato or margarine on the toast.
However, hb could try trimming
his serving to a teaspoon, the size
of i butler pat he'd - get in many

BRIDAL m
,REGISTRY,
We _are pleased to
annoUnce that Tina
brideChandler,
elect of Anthony
- Young, has made
her domestic and
household , selections throtigh - our
bridal registry.
Tina and Anthony uLill be married 117m, 15; 1991.

We are pleased to announce that Mitzi- Parker,
bride-elect ofBrad Houston,
has made her domestic and
selections
household
through our bridal registry.
Mlizt..and grad. will _be
married June 1, 1991.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
,even se_ NOW *EVERY DAY*

restaurants. When advised to fallow a low-fat diet, focus on pro,.
ducts with less saturated fat and _
cholesterol. •
For all adults, a key to good
health lies in moderate intake of all
fats and high-fat foods. To keep it
simple, concentrate more on limiting-the-totattarin-intim and -worry- less - about whether fats are saturated or unsaturated.
Chances are most people will
strike a healthful baLur..e between
the different fats_
Butter naturally contains saturated fat and small amounts of
cholesterol because of its animal
origin.
Margarine is based on different
polyunsaturated vegetable oils —
corn, safflower, soybean — that are
hardened by hydrogenation.
Hydrogenation may convert
some unsaturated fatty acids to a
'form that behaves like" saturated

fatty acids in the body. Generally,
the more solid the margarine, the.
higher the level of saturated. fat.
-Blends. of _butter_ and_ margarine
contain less saturated fat and
cholesterol than butter, but more
than plain margarine. • Spreads contaift-less fit than butter or margarine and less saturated
fat when made only with vegetable
oils. Water may be added to some
spreads, which will reduce their fat
content even further. A few spreads
have a little butter, sweet cream, or
buttermilk added for flavor, which
can increase the .level of saturated
fat.
,Powdered butter substitutes have
few calories and virtually no fat
because they're based on starch.
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OSCOPE
YOUR HOR
by Jeane Dixon
.ESDAY. MAY 14.1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE may need reVamping. Choose your
'Fl YEAR OF Yot R LIFE: , words carefully. Important informaResols mg relationship conflicts this tion is available through unusual
.summer illifirxith the path to usiAug.. 23-Sept.. 22E:
ness success--as well as true love. Job
information heconfidential
Check
closery
field
a
in
up
open
opportunities
related to your own. Further techni- fore acting upon it.. Your literary talcal training will boost your earnings. ents are in demand. A job promotion
Keep your eye on the ball at work could be in the offing. Tact will help
regardless of office politics. The you handle a disappointment with
emotional uncertainties of Decem- good grace.
LIBRA Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Listen
ber will disappear early in 1992. New
mitesionatrec.(ignition nextspring to-what your cri svoiters-are-saying.
dl *give you a chance to bask.in the .Pooling ideas can lead to .improved
productis ity. Message% could be
CELEBRITIES BORN ON confused; check them out. A romanTHIS DATE:musician David Byrne. tic partner mas throw you a curve!
director George Lucas. opera singer- --- -SCORPIO (Oct. '23-Nov. 21):
PatriCe Munsel. New Kid"- Danny News regarding a friend or family
.member _brings a feeling of relief.
Wood.
- ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Finances could he involved. You find
Listen-carefully to catch the drift-at new clues ni a puzzle. Your intuition
business meetings. Timing is your is right on target in personal matters.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
secret sveapon. A self-improvement
program will boost your self-esteem. 21): An old friend offers a solution to
Short business trips could prove a recurring problem. Accent only the
practical. Influential person welprofitable.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): comes your ideas. Your loyalty will
Your ability to move with the times is be put to the supreme test. Stand fast.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
your strongest asset. Discuss- proposed changes with an authority fig- Be willing to. stay on the sidelines
ure. Career matters are under favor- today and take care of routine tasks.
able auspices. Put a romantic rela- Keep expenses- -to the .minimum.
Evening Will bring ample rewards.
tionship on hold.
,
.
- 6E-SHNI -tMay:21-June- 20): Renew a friendship.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Labor-saving des- ices will prove wise
investments, especially if you work A good day for personal affairs. All
at homt.Face-to-face encounters are systems are"go-for happy romance.
-more productive-than faxes or phone Face--up to any financial problems.
Your intuitiion may not be reliable.
conversations.
CANCER(June 21-July 22E Stay Pay top dt.illar for the best advice
ahead of the competition by using a available.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
little old-fashioned ingenuity. A
newcomer- will make an interesting Your financial affairs show improvebusiness proposition. You may de- ment. Let go of a grudge. You will
cide to expand your present opera- fare Much better as a peacemaker. A
promotion will .come.srxm. A pertion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Heed an sonal relationship may he full ofpeaks
elder's wise coonsel. File old griev- and. valleys.
ances in the trash can! Arelationship

TODAY'S CHILDREN are fiercely protectise of those closest to their
heart. Their love know g no bounds! Although these childrenwant others' approval,their stubbornness/can make them difficult to deal with, Wise parents
will teach these offspring when to stand firm and when to yield `gracefully.
These Taurean% are more affected by colors than they realize. Eayth tones will
help them feel,calm and centered.
gel .1 per,4141411/ed dad) boroxope tr.,m ICJI1C
per minute Call I -900 9514-77101 I
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Creative
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Writing
Trtps

SUMMER

S`14\1\

Only $40.001wk.
Second Child
Half Price
2 Day & 1 2 Week
Rates Available

FAIR
FUN!!
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Epilepsy Foundation or Western
Kentucky Self Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
First Presbyterian Church
Circles/Dorothy McKenzie' at
home of Louise Baker/12:30 p.m.;
Dorothy Moore at home of Katie
Schnautz/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include: Mattie Belle Hayes
Circle of UM Women/9:30 a.m.;
Exercise Class/10 am;.Reach-out
Callers II/7 p.m.
Suburban Homemakers Clubf7
p.m./home of Jo Hancock.
Tuesday, May 14
Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2-• p.m./activitils by senior
citizens.

Dexter Senior Citizens/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./activities by senior. citizens.
Singles Organizational Society/
Chamber of Commerce/7 p.m. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cardiac Support Group/10
a.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

THEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library/lunch at
12:30 p.m. at Louie's. Open to all
widowed men and women.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club/Glenda Gallimore home/9:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly)/7 p.m./Southside Manor
Recreational Room/Infot759-9964.
Calloway County Public Library
events/Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.,
Story Hour/10:30 a.m. '
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./lodge hall.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m.,
Murray Woman's Club House.
Paris Road Homemakers Club/
11:30 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Group I of CWF of First ChristChurch/1 0:30
ian
a.m./Dumplin's.
Group III of CWF of First
Christian Church/7:30 p.m./July
Lyle home.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Exercise Classes/11:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your tdeas turn to gold.
759-1141
Dixieland Center

Mothers Morning Out/First
United Methodist Church/9 a.m.

COMPARE MY RATES

Fri., May 10th, 1991
Mon., May 13th, 1991
Tues., May 14th, 1991
3 p.rtv6 p.m.

753-5022

PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support Groupfl p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Padncah/Info/1-444-2685.

First Baptist Church Women's
Groups: Estelle Gray/9:30
a.m./Jessie Smith.

*SIGN UP:

Robertson
Elementary

North Calloway skating party/6-8
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.

On

-Life -Health' -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AA!
753-4451

/OW

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.
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Circles First United Methodist
Church Women include: Waters/
Dotan/at church, Tucker/Frost/R.
Oney/9:30 Lm.
Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools/skating party/6
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.
Eva Wall Circle, Memorial Baptist
Church/2 p.m./West View Nursing
Home.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Mrs. Nancy M. Whitmer of Murray announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her
daughter, Elizabeth Hollis Whitmer, to James Paul Bedway of
Louisville.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mrs. Whitrner and_the.late..Leonard
D. Whitmer of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D.R. Whitmer of Bremen
and of Mrs. Lorraine Morris and
the late U.C. Morris of Paducah.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mrs. Regina Bedway and the late
James Joseph Bedway of
Louisville.
He is the grandson of the late
Rose and Joseph Bedway and the
late Elizabeth and Ansel Patton of
'Hartford.
The couple will be married in a
ceremony in late May by the Rev.
Andre Trevathan of St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray.
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Care and hazards of lawn mowing discussed
ily N YU-SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP Newsfeatures
The ubiquitous lawn mower, a
necessary implement for most suburban homes, can be a hazardous
device for the careless.
According to the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission, hospital emergency rooms treated more
than 60,000 lawn mower injtiries in
1989.
Dr. Martin Kohn, assistant professor of clinical surgery and
emergency Medicine at New York
University Medical Center, said
that hand injuries, inflicted when
home gardeners try to clean or
free-up mowers without turning the
power off, are most common.
Emergency medical help should
be sought immediately for any
injury, particularly for a wound of
the eye.
The affected eye should be covered without too much pressure.
Excessive pressure, Kohn cautioned, can force any foreign body
farther into the eye.
Firm direct pressure to control
bleeding may be applied with other
injuries.
Many foot injuries occur when
individuals wear flimsy summer
footwear or go barefoot while running a mower. Also, serious electrical shocks can be caused by run-

Identical twins
are senior class
co-valedictorians
at Chattanooga
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
- Kelly and Leslie Sutton are
the ultimate identical twins:
They look alike, they dress alike
and they both have 4.104 grade
point averages.
When they graduate from
Boyd-Buchanan High School
this month, they will fulfill a
pact they made in sixth grade:
they will be co-valedictorians.
"We were so concerned that
maybe one of us would be a little
higher than the other, and we
wouldn't be co-valedictorians,"
said Kelly.
Both of the 17-year-olds, who
have had the same teachers
since second grade, have 4-plus
grade point averages because of
honors classes in English,calculus and physics.
Both plan to attend Erskine
College, near Greenville, S.C.
Both sing and play the piano,
at nursing homes, schools, hospitals, banquets and contests.
Does it bother them if one does
better than the other?
"Yes, it does," said Leslie.
Both laughed.

over, frayed or otherwise defective
power cords.
Bystanders, as well as equipment
operators, Kohn said, can be hurt
when spinning mower blades turn'
rocks, twigs, or bits of glass into
dangerous projectiles.
Wearing protective glasses or
goggles, long trousers and long:
sleeved Shirts can prevent many
injuries. And --the user should
always be conscious of other people who might be standing dangerously near the area being mowed.
Kohn said that shoes work boots- provide an important
measure of protection, and baggy
.clothing and- jewelry- that can get
snagged on moving parts of a
mower should be avoided.
"People must remember never to
reach under or in any way try to

Best selling books
of the week listed
by Waldenbooks
Best selling books for week of
May 12 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Loves Music, Loves to Dance,"
Mary Higgins Clark
2. "The Seeress of Kell," David
Eddings
3. "The Firm," John Grisham
4. "Bright Captivity," Eugenia Price
5. -"Heartbeat," Danielle Steel
6."H' Is for Homicide," sire Grafton
7. "Aspen Gold," Janet Dailey
8. "Oh, the Places You'll Go!" Or.
Seuss
9. "The Druid of Shannara," Terry
Brooks
'10. "As the Crow Flies," Jeffrey
Archer

NON-FICTION
1. "Nancy Reagan," Kitty Kelley
2. "Wealth Without' Risk," Charles
Givens
3. "The Commanders," Bob
Woodward
4. "You'll Never Eat Lunch'in This
Town Again," Julia Phillips
5. "Financial Self-Defense," Charles
Givens
6. "Moving Pictures," Ali MacGraw
7. "Homecoming," John Bradshaw
8. "Michael Jackson," J. Randy
Taraborrelli
9. "There Are No Children Here,"
Alex Kotlowitz
10. "Life Is Too Short," Mickey
Rooney
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

Country-western
and top ten records
released for week

Tuesday, May 14

Top Ten and
records of week
been released as
Ten

1. "Joyride," Roxette
2. "Baby Baby," Any Grant
3. "Here We Go," C&C Music
Factory
4. "Rhythm of My Heart," Rod
Stewart
5. "Touch Me (All Night Long),"
Cathy Dennis
6. "I Touch Myself," The Divinyls
7. "I Don't Wanna Cry," Mariah
Carey
8. "Cry for Help," Rick Astley
9. "I've Been Thinking About You,"
London Beat
.10. "You're in Love," Wilson Phillips
Country-Western
1. "In a Different Light," Doug Stone
2. "Are You Lovin' Me," Ronnie
Milsap
3. "Heroes," Paul Overstreet
4. "I'd Go Crazy," Clinton Gregory
5. "Time Passes By," Kathy Mattea
6. "Blame It on Texas," Mark
Chesnutt
7. "If the Devil Danced," Joe Diffle
8. "Lucky Moon," The Oak Ridge
Boys
9. "You're the One," Dwight
Yoakam
10. "Meet in the Middle," Diamond
Rio
(Source: Cashbox magazine)
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Obviously, as with any professional
service group, there are good chiropractors and bad ones. Therefore. I
can't give you blanket approval except to say that the back painof mild
spina bifida may be helped by a good
chiropractor. You might also consider
seeing an orthopedic specialist for additional advice and treatment.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title,

Amy Cargus Steven Rowltuff
May 25, 1991.
Amanda Holt
Ed Stalonz
No Date
Christie Clark
Greg Thompson
'June 22, 1991.

Roger Hale

Stacy Ann Bellairs
Matthew Boardman - May 25, 1991.

bas mdcte hef
gift selections from

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

120513 Chestnut

Claudia Billington
Kelly Healy
June 22, '1991.

75:3 1851

Bel-Air Center

CALENDAR
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Flomeplace-1850/LBL.

753-5679

WALLPAPER for a PENNY
Buy one roll of selected
in-stock wallpaper GET

SECOND ROLL FOR

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 ani.-4:30 p.m.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Baptist
Church/1:3 0
p.m./Fellowship Hall. '
55 Plus Set of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church/12 noon/church.
Kindergarten Screening for Murray Independent School
District/7:30-11:30 a.m. and
1:30-4:30 p.m./Robertson Center.

306 Main St. 759-4979

-f 1-11 I 1

Don't Diet
Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999
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A

May Specials Continue
For A Casual Breakfast or Lunch

A

Mon.-Fri.
6 a.m.-9 a.m.

$299
0

0
A

A

are pleased to announce that Christi Clark,
bride-elect of Greg Thompson, has selfcted her bedding and bath accessories
from our bridal registry.
Christi and Greg will be
married June 22, 1991.

'Dan McNett, AA!
Slots •wle
Inewonce
CompoWes

(1(7e:0W-spit

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
$245
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks,
All Prepared Daily Country Style! sa45
Senior Citizens Only

A

A

We Are Accepting Reservations For Graduation Parties

...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. It
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P,'s give us a
call.
R•prissOnIng

Searching for answers to all
those who what , where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Full Salad" Bar Plus
Desert Bar

Don't Worry Be Happy on
Your Birthday
Today!
Happy Birthday
Mark
Love, ????

Contimers Are Very Important People

n Elemenng party/6
f Murray.

your opinion of me seeing a chiropractor for this condition? I've been
taking pain pills for 24 years and am
now on disability. I have no other
health problems
DEAR READER Spina bifida occulta is a congenital abnormality of
the spine, marked by defective closure of the vertebral column. The severity of spina bifida varies considerably' On one extreme is-a completely
open spine (usually leading to death),
on the other, minor abnormalities
with few or no symptoms(spina bifida
occulta).
Usually, people with this mild form
of the condition have chronic back
pain because the spinal abnormality
leads to muscle spasm. Physical therapy, special back exercises and hot
compresses often help symptoms.
pain medicine may be necessary. Because the pain of spina bifida occulta
is muscular in origin, chiropractic
manipulation may help in cOrttrolling
it.

bride-elect of

cord from the wall outlet before
-approaching' the injured perso-rilo
avoid electrical shock to the
rescuer, Kohn said. "And call an
ambulance quickly.
"It is a good idea, of courSe, to
have someone in the family knowledgable about first aid, including
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
(CPR); through a course Sponsored
by the Red Cross or American
Heart Association," he added.

Best selling
Country-Western
of May 12 have
follows:
Top

Hello
Stranger!

Jennifer Lashlee

clear jammed equipment Unless the
power is turned off and all moving
parts of the machine have stopped
functioning.
"It is also important to turn off
and then disconnect electrical
equipment at the source because
children have been known to turn
power devices bad( on by accident
as adults were working on them,"
Kohn said.
Someone who has collapsed or
has become dizzy as a result of an
electrical shock also will need
emergency care. But would-be
rescuers should throw circuit
breakers or unplug the extension

Thursday Fashion Show
12 Noon

We

Our

orial Baptist
iew Nursing

DEAR DR. GOTT My husband underwent repair of an abdominal aortic aneurysm. He lost most of the circulation in his right femoral artery
because of blockage after surgery and
was treated with Trental. Last month
he developed pancreatitis, and his
doctor -discontinued the Trental as
well as Niacin for cholesterol control.
Could either of these medications
have given him pancreatitis?
DEAR READER: High doses of niacin, particularly the timed-release
brands, can lead to liver inflammation and, -I suppose:by extension, to
pancreas inflammation (pancreatitis. However, this would- be unusual
in patients taking niacin, a vitamin
commonly used to lower blood chblesterol and improve circulation.
Trental (pentoxifylline)• is usually
prescribed to patients with peripheral
vascular disease (diminished arterial
circulation). It improves blood flow
by reducing blood viscosity. In my experience, the drug is not especially effective. This is important because the
potential side effects can be quite serious: nausea, vomiting, indigestion,
bloating, formation of gallstones and
loss of appetite, to mention a few.
Like niacin, Trental can affect the liver but has not been reported to cause
pancreatitis. Nonetheless, the liver
and pancreas are interrelated, so a
disorder in one organ could affect the
other.
In my opinion, your husband should
discuss this issue with his doctor and
investigate alternative therapies. For
example, a low-fat diet, regular exercise, cessation of smoking and one aspirin tablet a day might do as much to
help your husband as the supposed effects of niacin and Trental.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 44-yearold female with spina bifida occulta
near the base of my spine. What is
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New uses for corn mean
new markets for farmers
New uses for corn mean new markets for Kentucky corn growers.
Those attending this year's University of Kentucky's All Commodities
Field Day, on July 18 at UK's Spinkletop Farm will have a chance to
Consumers, well experienced the expected lower prices," he said, learn how they might tap in on new and growing
markets for alternative
with high beef prices for the past "but it may be best to wait and
corn LISCS.
several ycars, may be in for a treat see."
"The obvious main use of most corn grown in Kentucky is for use as
this summer. Beef prices at the
Stegelin explains that cattle
animal feed." said Caries Poneleit, a researcher in coin breeding with
supermarket may retreat.
inventories and prices follow a
UK's College of Agriculture. "About fifty percent of all corn grown in the
"The U.S. Department of Agri- cycle that the trade refers to as the
state is used for on-farm feed. Most of the rest which is sold will eventuculture statistics show large num- cattle cycle. After several years of
ally' end up as feed."
bers of cattle in feedlots, yet record high prices, such as experienced in
Nevertheless, he said, other useS for corn in human consumption and
beef prices continue due to season- the last few years, cattlemen have
for industrial purposes represent a fast growing segment of the total markal variation. Late spring often increased the sin of their herds.
et. Savvy growers could fatten their wallets by tapping into specialty
boosts prices at the supermarket
"That's the question many analmarkets with contracts to grow the specific varieties required by those
higher for the summer season than ysts arc asking as beef buyers and
marketc
would be normally explained by retailers are questioning the accura"The markets include both white corn and yellow corn for food prosupplies," said Forrest Stegelin, an cy of the U.S. Department of Agriducts such as corn meals, flour, gnts and breakfast foods," Poneleit said.
agricultural economist with the culture report. With this apprehen-- "At the field day, I will be emphavizing the
increasing use of corn in
University of Kentucky College of sion, retailers cannot project prices
snack foods such as corn chips, tortillas and fritos. Those are growing
Agriculture.
or availability 30 to 60 days ahead.
marketst
With higher supplies being So cheaper consumer beef prices
Processing plants arc located in Louisville, Cincinnati and another one
reported in the feedlots and stock- may be only a mirage," he said.
is being built ih Henderson. The Henderson plant will process between
yards, consumers may expect to see
"After several years of high
four and six million bushels of specialty corn a year, he said. That's new
prices dip somewhat as the summer prices followed by hard expansion.
market.
wears on. Stegelin said.
cattle prices should be ready to
"There is a market out there and it's growing," he said. "Kentucky
"Price-conscious consumers may drop somewhat — and that should
growers can profit from the growth."
want to plan an extra barbecue fdr mean consumers increase their
A significant portion of Poncleit's research at UK is to determine which
late summer to take advantage of buying of beef." he said.
varieties are adapted to Kentucky and to determine which are preferable
for various markets.
'One company has just contracted recently to buy a certain acreage of a
special corn called 'amylomaize,.' for industrial uses," he said. "Amylomaize has more than 50 percent of amylose starch rather than the kind
traditional corns have. It has different chemical properties that have applications in industrial Oils, in films, clothing, welding — a whole multitude
Cattle l5 calves 11 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifof uses."
ers poorly tested, cows steady-1.00 higher, bulls 1.00-2,00 higher, calves
Poneleit cautioned that farmers who want to explore growing specialty
and veaters untested, feeder'steers •I.04-3.00 higher. Heifers steady-1.00
corns should find their markets first. Most specialty markets contract the
bigher
..4_
iereare—they—tmeito to buy loug -before the seeds arc planted. -Slaughter steers: select 2 1280-1415 lb. 65.00-66.00, Slaughter heifers:
Other alternatives corn uses with future potential for creating additional
Choice 4, 1215-1230 lb. 71.00-72.00. Slaughter cows: breaking utility and
markets include ethanol fuel, biodegradable plastics and de-leers. Poneleit
commercial 2-3 51.50-55.00. cutter and boning utility 1-3 50.00-55.00.
tndividual 57.50, cutter 1-2 47.50-48.00. Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1
1925 lb. indicating 80 carcass bOning percent 70.00, yield - grade 1 1:2
13604'650 lb. indicating 77-79 'percent - 65.75-66.25 Feeders: steers.
medium and large No. 1 190-250 lb. 102:00-130.00. 300-400 100.1)0-120.00. 400-500 lb. 97.00,110.00. 500-600 lb. 96.00-104.00.
600-700- th=i-9. 200-97.00, 700-1-0-t# lb. -14-.00MY00-. -Medium -N.D. 2300-500 lti. 100.00-105.00, 500-600 lb. 91.00-95.00, large No. 2 2.70 lb. beans and some other major springBy DON KENDALL
107.00, 695-750 lb. 73.00, 1140 lb. - 61.00. small No. 1 265-385 lb
planted crops scheduled for Aug.
Associated Press Farm Writer
94.00-104.00, 400-500 lb. 85.00-92.00.- 500-600 lb. 83:00-9'1.00.
12, along with revised figures for
Heifers: Niedium and large No. 1 200-300 lb. 95.00-113.00, 300-400 lb.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The wheat.
93.00-117.00, 400-500 lb. 86.00-91.00, 500-600 lb. 86.00-93.00, 600-7(X)
Agriculture Department said today
No official estimates of total
lb. 85.00-86.00, Medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 80.00-90.00. 500-600 lb.
that 1991 winter wheat productiOn 1991 wheat output based on field
80.00-84.00, small No. 1, 385-500 lb. 85.00-88.00. 500-600
is estimated at less than 1.5 billion surveys were included.
83.00-86,00.
bushels, down 26 percent from last
However, department analysts in
Stock cows and calves: medium and large No. 1 725.00-1000 meclim
year's harvest of 2.03 billion a related report did project "highly
NO. 1 and small No. 1 660.00-720.00 with 2700-500 lb. Calves at side.
tentative" 1991 production of all
bushels.
Stock Cows: large No. 1 690.00-775.00. 6-year-old cows 2-4 mo. bred.
Figures released by the depart- wheat at 2.07 billion bushels, down
small No. 1 410.00-620.00 6-year-old. Stock bull:- medium No. 890 lh.
ment's Agricultural Statistics from a near-record 2.74 billion
73.00.
Board showed the average yield, bushels last year.
.
based on May 1 indications, at 36.9
bushels per acre, compared with
40.7 bushels in 1990.
Farmers are expected to harvest
40.5 million acres, down from
.With increasing costs of educanearly 50 million acres last year: tion after high school,
today's
The fewer acres mainly reflect youth is faced with the dilemma
of
the government's decision to how to pay for their education.
require wheat farmers to idle more
The Kentucky Beef Cattle Assoland in 1991 to qualify for price- ciation has recognized
this dilemsupport benefits. To qualify, pro- ma, especially in those considerin
g
ducers had to put 15 percent of agriculture as a career.
their crop base In USDA's
The cattlemen's organization has
\.‘ c in% itc v(1)1 And %out taniilv
"acreage reserve program," com- taken steps to address this by joinlear-ri all aINjlit
pared with only 5 percent for the ing with industry to provide two
rick tru..if s...i1L-15 - And for ;tarter., v:c ()Her ft:vs
1916 trop:
S1,000 scholarships._ The scholar-IP nth' N.ttett f11)",Winter wheat is .planted in the ships are offered to 4-H and FFA
fall and harvested the next year. It youth.
accounts for about three-fourths of
• I SC
in ( ,rds ,ind apiIliaric es Oho I i.i‘ c .1
One scholarship will go to a
the U.S. total wheat production. youth in a beef breeding project.
SC.11 It Allyn A In MI .1 111.1)1 )r testing
The remainder is planted in . the The other will be offered to
a youth
1.11)or.tt( if\ . ,
* 1It Ii As I ntlervs riters
spring.
in a meat animal project.
The USDA's first official estilaboratt )rics 11
"We hope to encourage young
mate of 1991 production of all people to look at
agriculture as
wheat will be issued July 11, with their chosen profession and to
• I )1‘,
( 4111C( I ( tum ( 41
the first estimates for corn, soy- increase the educational opportuni)5vcr vs Ilene\ cr vs( ,rk is
I eing done On anv t I ling
CICt In( itv
With burtey quotas up 20 percent portable frames or using doublethis year, many farmers are won- baming, as well as building new
dering how they will house and barns," said George Duncan,
cure the additional poundage. What Extension agricultural engineer
are their options?
with the University of Kentucky
"Tobacco producers have several College of Agriculture.
options, including renting barns,
With suitable weather conditions
building sheds or additional length, and state-of-the-art cultural pracputting temporary rails in machin- tices, he said, producers can double
ery, hay or cattle sheds, hanging barn the additional quota without
tobacco on scaffold wagons or ever dnving a nail.
New facilities include traditional
barns, portable curing frames and
open interior barns, cable hoist sys• 1 >on I insert metal
tems, two-tier partially enclosed
PROFESSIONAL
( Ale( ts int() an decimal
barns and one-tier field curing
PAINTING
structures witp mechanized or man(Ritlet (ir appliance
Phone 753-8823
ual housing, he said.
FREE ESTIMATES 5
c
"Although some producers seem
•I
•Ove, 15 v's f woe,e
lire extinguishers or comity )11
,
re
to
be locked into building 'old
•••-id,cy
baking s( x.1.1 if an electric:alba:(iccurs.
fashioned' barns, many are considering lower cost facilities with
labor-savin
g advantages," he said.
There's more. of course, to add to your electrical
salet): checklist. It's yoUrs for the asking. Just giv
us a calli-Vvell be grad to TieTti.
every month is the time to ()bserve ek-x-trical
safety .

Winter wheat production
should be down 26 percent

Laura Green, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Green of Rt. I, Almo,
won first place in the ETA Regional Swine Impromptu Speaking contest in March at Murray State University. In impromptu speaking,
students draw a topic and are given twenty minutes preparation time
to deliver a four to six minute speech. Creep will advance to the state
contest in Louissille June 5-7 at the State FFA Consention. Presenting the award is Green's teacher Larry Gilbert.

Experimental herbicide may
hurt tobacco transplants
Heavy sates of an experimental
damaged tobacco transplants in
herbicide may be compounding
float systems as well as plant beds.
damage to tobacco transplants from "Transplants on the leeward side of
the mid-April cold spell, according
float systems were damaged by the
to a University of Kentucky tobac- cold winds," he said. "Plant beds in
co agronomist.
certain areas of the state also had
The herbicide, Devrinol, is being
damage."
tested for weed control in plant
Typical cold damage symptoms
.beds this year and possible labeling
are white or pale yellow buds and
next year, said Gary Palmer, Exten- strapped -like, cup-shaped leaves,
sion specialist with the UK College
which indicate restricted plant
of Agriculture. Devrinol could
growth.:
_replace the herbicide Enide, whic_h
Palmer advised farmers to adopt
was taken öff the market.
a wait-and-see attitude on cold
"We're seeing more cold damage damage to tobacco transplants.
than is normal in .both Devrinol"You need only about eight
treated and non-Devrinol treated
plants per square foot to get an
beds statewide," Palmer said. acre's worth of plants out of a typi"Therefore, we do not believe cal bed," he said. "Although some
Devrinol is causing the problem. of the severely injured plants may
The chemical may have stunted
not outgrow the damage, a bad
plant growth, making plants more.. looking bed may yield better than
susceptible to damage from the you think. Wait for good growing
mid-April cold spell. The damage conditions to see how plants
is more severe where high rates of recover."
Devrinol were used."
For more information, contact
Palmer said the cold spell
your county Extension office.

KBA to offer two scholarships
ties for those who are already
active in the beef industry," said
Bobby Freeman of Kentucky Beef
Cattle Association.
To be eligible for these scholarships, students must submit a_ written form and meet the following
qualifications:
• Graduate from high school in
1991.
• - Be accepted .for enrollment -at- a'
Kentucky institution of higher education for the fall semester of 1991.
• Be planning to major in
agriculturally-related subject.
The scholarship candidates will
be evaluated on their academic
standing, project activities (growth
in the project, honors, etc.), and
general leadership activities. Any
beef project participant at the county level is eligible. All applications

must be submitted to the Kentucky
Beef Cattle Association (KBCA) at
733 Red Mile Road, Lexington,
Ky. 40504 no later than July 1,
1991.
A letter of recommendation from
the 4-H extension agent or voca-•tional agriculture teacher must also
be in the KBCA office by July 1,
1991.
A committee composed of one
representative from KBCA, Kentucky 4-H, Kentucky FFA, University of Kentucky Department of
Animal Science, Southern States
and American Cynamid will review
the applications.
The recipients of the scholarships will be announced during the
State Fair. For Mt forms, contact
the KBCA office, your county 4-H
extension agent or your vo-ag
teacher.

Farmers have several options forliousing tobacco

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012

and other daily specials at
Sun. -Sat.

Olyniplc Plaza

The lowest abor system is the
cost $3,500 to $5,00 per acre.
one-tier structure with mechanized
The practice of double-barning
trailer-carrier and cantilever beam
does not involve any additional
housing which requires just two construction but does require timeworkers and 14 to 15 hours per
ly management, favorable weather
acre to move tobacco from the field
and available labor to be
stick-row to the curing position, he . successful.
said.
Whether to build a barn or get
In comparison, a traditional
"four-tier barn requires three to by with options depends on a profive workers and 24 to 35 hours per ducer's short-term and long-term
needs and tobacco production
acre to the same task.
"In short,_producers need to con- plans. The demand br burley
sider the cost of the labor required appears strong through the
to house tobacco before they mid -1990s.
decide what type of housing to
Tobacco farmers who want to
build," Duncan said.
find out about costs ang descripThe lowest cost facility to house
tions of various methodK of housthree to five acres of production is
ing tobacco can request copies of
a plastic-covered field structure at
13 Extension publications and
$1,500 to S2,500 per acre of capac- handouts on tobacco housing
availity. Traditional air-cure barns and able at county Extension
offices
the cable hoist barn and equipment throughout the state.

Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAIJRESIDENTIAL
ServimMASTER of the Lakes

759-1707

OP.
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NURSING A SALUTE TO OUR LOCAL
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WEEK 1991 ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES
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MCCH provides long term care, in 'superior' facility
During the Easter season, the residents at MCCH's long term care
unit hosted participants of the child care center to an Easter egg
hunt.
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One of the annual activities for residents of MCCH's long term care
unit is a visit to the local Freedom Festival.
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The MCCH child care center and the hospital's long term care unit
enjoyed joint activities for special holidays. Pictured above, the
youngsters performed "Where the Wild Things Are."

Residents at MCCH to celebrate
National Nursing Home Week;
'superior' rating of facility
In celebration of National Nurs- 'Long Term Care unit must meet
ing Home Week, May 12-18, spe- minimum requirements and exceed
cial activities have been planned at minimum standards for licensure in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
honoring the residents of the Long
six of the 11 areas identified by the
Term Care Unit (LTC).
state.
"During that inspection process,
The activities are planned and
coordinated by Valerie Morris, the state team observes our staff as
licensed social worker and activithey interact with residents," says
registered nurse and clinical manaties director.
Activities throughout the week
ger, Barbara Clapp.
"The state- people also talk priare set to start each day at 10:30
with patients and their famiinclude:
and
vately
a.m.
lies," she said.
Monday, May 13 — Gospc1
singing with groups from the New
"I feel that people working in the
LTC unit are one of the most carProvidence and Williams Chapel
churches in the LTC activity room. ing, and professional groups I've
ever worked with," Clapp said.
Tuesday, May 14 — Homemade
During National Nursing Home
ice cream social on the hospital terWeek, Kentuckians are, urged to
race, weather permitting. (To be
visit or volunteer time to help resiheld in the LTC activity room in
dents with daily activities at
the event of inclement weather.)
Wednesday, May 15 — Special
Murray-Calloway County Hospichurch service with communion in
tal's Long Term Care Unit.
room conducted
In addition ot Morris and Clapp,
During the annual decorating for Christmas competition at the hospi- the hospital board
Hazel
Leslie,
Dan
on the long term care. staff
others
Brother
by
tal, volunteers assisted residents with tree trimming.
unit include: Registered nurses,
Methodist Church.
Thursday, May 16 — Children
Diane Underwood and Mai
Care
Child
hospital's
Beasley.
the
from
Center will provide entertainment
Licensed practical nurses: Glynentitled an "All American Celebrada Burnett, Lani Cornwell, Nell
Evans, Kathleen Morris, Peggy Prition" in the LTC activity room.
chard, Mydelle Rickman, Alice
Friday, May 17 — Annual balRoy and Doris Williams.
loon release by LTC residents on
Unit clerks are Trudy Jones and
the hospital terrace. Residents will
•
Ruth Mills. Hairdresser: Nancy
enjoy a sack lunch with their
Rogers. Nursing assistants are Lana
families.
The Murray-Calloway County
Ballentine, Ola Mae Brandon, ValHospital's Long Term Care Unit
arie Bucy, Mary Emerson, Jody
Hatcher, Mary Hoots, Lillie Hornhas been named a "superior" facilibuckle, Carolyn Morris, Jan Newty for the past six years after the
ton, Mary Jane Skinner, Rachel
completion of a state inspection.
Tinsley, Dell Wells and April
Hospital administrator Stuart
Willie.
Poston said,"We always appreciate
the recognition. Our long term care
professionals work dilligently
every day to assure that LTC and
our hospital consistently provide
the very highest healthcare for peoResidents sit and chat with friends and family members during an
pie of this area!'
annual picnic and balloon release.
To receive a superior rating, the

753-9616

Hwy. 641

We extend a sincere
"Thank You"
to those who provide
our elderly with quality care
and personal attention.

The Summer Day Fair Group participated in a weekly intergeneration activity, as the younger generation taught the elder generation. to play Nintendo.

Dr.

/1)e Cordially Invite You

*Fern Terrace Lind Dose Med Supplier*

519 S. 12th St.

753-7688

For Your Protection
and Peace of Mind
Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
*** **
Licensed Automatic
Systems Installers

General
Fire Extinguisher Service
528 S. 3rd, Paducah

442-5344
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"A flame of Distinction"

'A personal care home providing
assistance with daily living."

to Ivisit our -facility

through the- week and join in
our celebration of

Nttiona

Walter's Pharmacy

Three balanced meals prepared
daily and served family style.
Dietician approved.
Safe and secure environment,
24 hour supervision.

ursing Home !Week

Unit dose medication system
safety and cost reduction.

fI

7. Space for your own vehicle. City
bus stops at the front door.
8.,_,Private and semi-private rooms
with phone and cable hook-ups
• available.
9. Planned activities and entertainment
10. Lots of TLC from a considerate
and caring staff.
LicenseeNurse On Staff
—Adult Day Care Program Available—

For More Information Call: (502)753-7109
Glada Dodd, L.P.N. - Administrator
Jerry Kalberer - Assistant Administrator
Janie Underwood • Activity Coordinator
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Fern Terrace Lodge offers personal care, friendly atmosphere
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Fern Terrace Lodge is Murray's only personal care facility. It is
located at 1505 Stadium View Dr.
James lirace. a 4sident at Fern Terrace Lodge is greeted by the Laster bunn, during the annual' Faster celebration.

Women residents decided to work for their supper at Fern Terrace.
This group of ladies joined together and snapped fresh peas for
dinner.

Nurses Uniforms
Variety of Styles and Sizes
the'rc :trti

Uniforms
of murra

inure uptiun.
in fabrics
: t',1;hion, that
rk beauttfully •
Dixieland
Center
759- 0'0.i2

Lamb Plumbing
& Mech. Contr. Inc.

:

Resident's rooms at Fern Terrace have a homey atmosphere. Pictured
above is an example of a private unit at the lodge.

-11771711.N Lamb, ()tuner
753-6168

501 N. 4th St.

Members of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens display
their Easter bonnets for residents of Fern Terrace Lodge.

IN HONOR

of

OLDER AMERICANS
MONTH

641 SUPER SHELL
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-9131

Friends gathered for a picture at Fern Terrace Lodge during the
Men's Leg Contest 1990.

Lodge residents, staff honored
throughout nursing home week
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Water

Young at heart, residents at Fern Terrace competed in a coloring
contest.

This year Fern Terrace "Leaders
in Quality Care," Murray's only
personal care facility will honor its

"COUNT ON US To CARE"
AT THE

Medicine Shoppe,
Because caring
is often the
best medicine
Whether you're looking for prescriptions,
vitamins, over-the-counter medication...
or simply reassurance and information...
you II find it at the Medicine Shoppe.
We know vou don't like to wait for pre-

s'cription'. and we know you appreciate
low prices. so we guarantee them both.
In writing!
At Medicine Shoppe youll discoVer why
we believe that caring is often the best
medicine.
Martin Davenport, R.Ph., owner
12 & Olive 759-9245

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSITAL
LONG TERM CARE UNIT
Rated -Superior- for the past 6 years
by the Kentucky Licensing Agency

During National Nursing Home Week,
We SaluteThe Employees
Of The Long Term Care Unit
For Their Outstanding Service
Throughout The Year!

•.

umgrwr.molVIW-

•

staff and, residents during May
12-18, National Nursing Home
Week.
Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray is
one of five locations throughout the
state.
"I would like for people to visit
the facility and see the fun, care
and hospitality we have here,"
Janie Underwood, activity and 'daycare coordinator said.
Underwood has made preparations for the 77 residents for an
eventful week. Sunday,-all mothers
will be presented with corsages and
entertained by the singing of members at Poplar Spring—Baptist
Church.
Tuesday, residents at Westview
will visit Fern Terrace for bingo.
Later Tuesday afternoon, Memorial
Baptist Church visits.. Wednesday,
the Glendale Church of Christ will
conduct a Bible study and Church
Women'United will speak.
Thursday, Underwood said, will
be "Carnival Day" complete with
outdoor games and volunteers will
assist. The community and families
are invited to attend.
And Friday the week will conclude as all employees, volunteers
and staff are honored. Bug Tussel
U.S.A., a skit will be performed for
both the Murray and Mayfield residents by the staff of Fern Terrace.
Mayor Bill Cherry will attend the
festivities and sign a proclamation.
Later Friday evening, there will
be a staff appreciation dinner at the
Brass Lantern in Aurora.
Throughout the year, residents
are treated Lb a variation of activities, church services as well as lots
of company.
Members of the community and
families are urged to attend the
weeklong celebration, Underwood
said.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Home looks toward positive future

Buelah Fielder gives a birthday present to I illie Mood),:motto,' es'
dent, on her 101st birthday.
Gail Cornelius is shown with one of the children from Wee Care for
an Easter egg hunt with the nursing home residents.

KING

AND

JC"'

itUEEN

CROWNI N G

Helen Stcffen plays the violin as entertainment at a monthly birthday
party, and Beulah Fielder plays the French Harp as Hontas Hutson
sings.

West View celebrated Valentine's Day with the annual crowningof
King Carlos Black and Queen Lillian Miller.
Residents are pictured above working on ceramics, which they sell at
the West View Nursing Home.
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15% Cash
prescription.s
Discount
furt,
Your
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phaService, •Computerized Records .11,Prs,fc,it:!--/..,1„„ ,
A.. 'Macy
•Medical Claims Set vice
-"`a More!
•PCS
• Medimet
/
i ••BC-BS • Paid State Aid
•Health 8/ Beauty Items

Residents participated in an annual Easter activity, gathering
together to fill Easter eggs for the Easter egg hunt at West View.

The 272 member nursing homes
of the Kentucky Association of
Health Care Facilities (KAHCF)
will observe Nursing Home Week,
May 12-18, with special events and
celebrations throughout the week.
Nursing homes represent the
fastest growing segment of the
health care industry, offering quality long term care to more than
30,000 Kentucky citizens each day.
"Leaders in Quality Care" is the
national theme that facilities will
use during the week, recognizing
the tremendous strides in achievement that nursing homes have
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Pet Therapy allowed residents to enjoy the company of a pet. Maudie
Armstrong pictured above holds one of the pets provided by the
Humane Society.

President Bush shows appreciation
"I am delighted to send warm greetings to the dedicated professionals and volunteers who are celebrating National Nursing Home
Week and its theme, "Leaders in Quality Care.
During this special week, Americans rightly salute the thousands
of dedicated-men-and. women like you who provide long-term care
for millions of our fellow citizens.
Yours is a demanding vocation, one the requires skill, commitment and compassion.
As the theme of this year's observance suggests, you are a
respected force in the health care industry, and I thank you for
the example that you set for others.
Today I challenge every American to reach out to those who are
too often neglected — the elderly, the disabled and others who
require special care on a day-to-day basis.
By visiting a nursing home or by volunteering to assist someone
who needs of provides long term care, we can touch the lives of
these Americans in a meaningful way.
In so doing, we can also affirm our Nation's traditional reverence for hutnan life, as well as our respect and appreciation for
older Americans.
Barbara joins me in sending best wishes for a memorable event.
God bless you.

Wednesday is Western Day, with
residents dressing in their Western
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
attire for a sack lunch picnic with
Western games, followed by a cerThe theme at West View Nurs- amic dem,pnstration in the
ing Home for National Nursing afternoon.
Home Week is "Leaders in Quality
Activities planned for Thursday
Care."
include a yard sale to finance an
"We want to focus on our help- LPN scholarship which will begin
ful and conscientious staff, as well at 9 a.m. At 2 p.m., Murray
as to educate the community as to Woman's Club will model the lathow nursing homes have changed est fashions.
over the years," said Carol York,
Then Friday, the staff will preactivity director at West View.
sent a talent show for the residents.
"We want to rid ourselves of the
Final events for the week will
negative connotation associated conclude Saturday, with song and
with nursing homes in the past," fellowship at 10 a.m. provided by
York said.
Scott's Grove Baptist Church.
Activities throughout the week Residents will then be treated to
are based upon three fundamentals
which are, according to York, Comedy Time with Laurel and
empowerment, supportives and Hardy at 1:30 p.m.
According to York, the public is
maintenance.
invited
to attend and/or participate
the
"Empowerment, involves
resident council and committee in any of the events during Nursing
meetings to voice opinions of resi- Home Week.
dents. Supportives, deal with reality and sensory, help with specific
needs. Whereas, maintenance,
includes socials and singing.
West View will kick-off the festivities with a Mother's Day Tea
complete with entertainment at 2
p.m., Sunday.
Monday; a balloon lift off is
planned at 11 a.m. andl doughnut
breakfast will be served, honoring
all the staff of all shifts. Each day
Kelvin York, Keith York and James Coleman
of the week, door prizes will be
drawn for employees, to show
appreciation for their dedication to
West View.
Then Tuesday, residents of West
View will visit Fern Terrace at 11
Funeral Horne, inc.
a.m., and at 2 p.m. they will be
713 So. 4th St.
entertained by the Memorial Mission Singers,
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
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e fun, care
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made in implementing the provisions of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of
1987, many of which became
effective Oct. 1, 1990.
OBRA mandated some of the
most comprehensive reforms in
health care ever witnessed in the
United States.
"We salute the staffs of our
member facilities for their strong
commitment to the patients receiving care and assistance in Kentucky's nursing homes," said KAHCF
Chairman of the Board, Debra Finneran, R.N. "They are truly leaders
in quality care."

We commend you,
Westview and Fern Terrace
Nursing Home
for your dedication
and
excellent patient care
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"We Can't Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale at Whitnell (Across From Ledger & Times)

'100' OFF RETAIL
.30 DAY TRIAL
'FREE HEARING TES.
OFFER ENDS
MAY 31, 1991
VICKI L. ouvEn
HEARING AID SPEC?"
KY
0607

@11.1

CO.
STONE-LANG
CENTER
HEARING AID

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

To those who provide
excellent quality care
to the elderly - we thank you.
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Lady Tigers win fifth straight Class A track title
The long and shot of it
,
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Murray L•dest

Times Spats

PADUCAH — Jimmy Harrell
and the Murray High track program
saw what they had seen before on
Saturday at the Class A regional
track championships at Paducah
Tilghman.
But while thc performance of the
Murray High Lady Tigers was a
rewind of the last four meets, the
Tigers had to look at the Class A
meet at a different perspective.
The Lady Tigers posted their
fifth straight regional championship, but the Tigers fell one point
shy of the boys title.
Both the Calloway County Lakers and Lady Lakers had strong
third-place finishes in the Class AA

place finish, as Tilghman held off
Fort Campbell 147-144. Callow.ay
finished with 67 points, a stronger
performance than in past years
against the two of the top programs
in the state.
"I'm very pleased with our performance," Laker coach Bill Miller
said. "I thought this year would be
a good year for us, and it was. And
I feel we'll do better in the sectional meet than we've done in the
past.. I've always said if we could
just get out of our region we would
have a chance to do something at
the sectional."
The Lady Lakers also finished
third, with 84 points, just nine
points behind second-place Tilgham. Fort Campbell won the event
handily, with 212 points.
But while the Lady Lakers finished strong, coach Stephanie
Wyatt couldn't enjoy it too much.
She was involved in four different
protests on ,the afternoon.
"It was a long day," Wyatt said.
"But I was really happy with the
girls. We were very pleased with
our performance."
The top four finishers move on
to theTsectional meet in Owensboro
next week.
The Calloway County performances were higlighted by Michael
Boyd's school record in the shot
put. He won the event with a put of
50-11 on his last attempt. Boyd
took, third in discus, where Teddy
Delaney was sixth.
James Barrett also was a regional champion, winning the:300 hurdles in 41.35. He took second in
the 110 hurdles.
Other Lakers in the scoring col/Limn included Scott Dower, second
in the pole vault; tee Shousc, third
in the 3200 meters: Hughron Pay- ne, fourth in the triple jump; and
sixth-place performances from
Thomas Hombuckle (200 meters),
(Cont'd on page 13)
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A wet start
'Breds washed out on first day; Middle downs EKU

a‘

-

• Portland, Bulls and L.A. all take 3-1 series leads
-

David
RAMEY
1Awiger

-

Times Sports Editor

There's a dynasty in Murray
that hardly anyone knows about.
But Murray High School has
an athletic program that dominates year in and year out.
The Lady Tiger track team
.e.wwamir
won their fifth straight Class A
regional championship Saturday
at Tilghman High School, an
accomplishment that deserves a
- gibs -we
tip of the hat.
"NV
In an individual sport, the
'NMI,
Lady Tigers present a "team"
MCC1.
front.
Harrell was happy with the con"Track is an individual sport,
tinued dominance of the Lady
but these girls compete as a
Tigers, who scored 139 points to
team," Lady Tiger coach Jimmy
St. Mary's 94 to win the Class A
Harrell said. "They really push
meet.
each other, and everyone wants
"I'm just tickled for the girls,"
to do what it takes for the
Harrell said. "To win five straight
team. All year long, we're getregional titles is a great accomting ready for the regional
plishment. The girls were pretty
meet, and the girls try to better
pysched up to win it, and it was a
their times all year long."
total team effort across the board."
Focusing towards the regional
But the boys lost a 145-144 meet
meet has paid off for the Lady
with Mayfield, who the Tigers had
Tigers, but Harrell says the rest
edged last year — partially because
of the region is starting to gikin
a Mayfield runner was diqualified
on them.
in an event. On Saturday, Murray
"Getting to the top is h
lost some crucial points in a field
enough, but staying there is
event when a competitor passed on
really tough," he said. "A few
a qualifying height and failed to
years back, we were winning
clear a greater height.
the regional by 100 points.
"We still had a two-point lead
Now, it's down to 40. It'll be
going into the last event," Harrell
even tougher next year, but I
said. "But they just ran a better
know our girls are up to the
race than we did. What goes
challenge."
around, comes around. I'm very
The expectations put pressure
proud of our boys. Not many peoon them, but they also put
ple gave us a chance to push. Maygoals in place for the Lady
Calloway County's Michael Boyd won the shot put (left), while Murray High's Heath Walls was part of a
field, but our guys gave it a great
Tigers.
1-2 Tiger performance in the long jump at Paducah Tilghman High School Saturday. Both Calloway
effort."
"When you get something
teams finishefi third in the Class AA meet, while the Lady Tigers won their fifth straight title and the
The Lakers had a solid thirdgoing like we've got going, you
Tigers took Second in the Class A meet.
want to just keep building on
it," Harrell said. "The kids see
each week that they are
improving, and they just work
so hard to get better as the
year goes by. And it pays off
at the regional meet."
• • • •
One of the things I love
about my job is the kids, cspcially the ones at the high
• • • •
Mike Severance to pull it oft. .
By DAVID RAMEY
The league annoucned the all-OVC team on Saturday, with school level. Watching them
was a classic pitcher's duel," MTSU coach Steve Peter"It
Editor
Sdorts
Times
learn the lessons that athletics
Murray Lodger
Murray State Thoroughbreds highlighting the team.
five
son said. "Olsen wouldn't give Chris any breathing room at
teach. Track is a sport where
and
Rueter
with
team,
Murray had both pitchers on the first
The Murray State Thoroughbreds looked great Sunday -- all. We felt we had to do something early to beat Olsen and Kent Wallace winning honors. Catcher Jon Grzanich, first you can measure daily progress
we were very fortunate to pull off the double steal."
rolling their new tarp out on the field.
Danny Alfeldt also won (with a stopwatch or a tape
"Olsen pitched outstanding." Eastern coach Jim Ward said. baseman Jason Hancr and outfielder
this
a.m.
930
at
started
State
The 'Breds and Morehead
measure), and every spring the
first team honors.
morning after an afternoon storm forced cancellation of the "I was suprised about the double steal because Middle doesn't
basman Jay times fall and the distances go
second
was
team
first
the
on
them
Joining
second game of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament on play that w'ay."
and outfielder Brad up as young people see the valCrabtree was rocked by the Colonels earlier in the year, but Johnson, shorstop Robbie McCune,
Sunday.
and Gary Myers of ue of hard work.
Robinson
Dwight
EKU;
of
McDaniels
Middle Tennessee posted a 2-1 win over Eastern Kentucky he got his revenge on Sunday.
And there is plenty of perBrown.
Stacey
State's
Tennessee
and
MTSU,
"I got our ahead of the hitters, and that was something I
the opening game of the double-elimition tournament at ReaConsider the quest of
severance.
Murray's Shane Witzel was a second team pick. Also on
didn't do the last time." Crabtree said.
gan Field.
Boyd.
Michael
comRoberts
Brett
and
Hogan
And all four coaches expect the tournament to feature a lot the second team, Morehead's
The tournament continued this afternoon with an eliminaMichael Boyd first drew my
prised the pitching staff and were joined by teammates Jeff
uon game at 12:30 p.m.: and winner's bracket action at 3:30 of low-scoring- games.
as a brusing fullback
attention
"That first game didn't surprise me at all." Morehead coach Guenther and Jeff'Young. Thomas Coates, Ken Hatfield and on the Laker football team his
p.m. Tournament action continues Tuesday.
Murray coach Johnny Reagan didn't think. the delay- would Frank Spaniel said. "Every game is going to be real close and Wes Smith of Austin Pcay were also second team picks, while sophomore year. But he suffered
Middle's Corey Watkins and Eastern's David Ott were also a terrible kn& injury, and
it's all going to depend on pitching."
hurt the 'Breds too much.
team picks.
second
thing.
same
Reagan sees the
"It's going to effect both us and Morehead the same," Reaalthough he tried to comeback
• • • •
"It's
said.
Reagan
pitchers,"
great
some
got
has
"Everyone
ready
park
the
come
you
where
point
gan said. "You reach a
again last fall, he never played
The rain has also pushed the high school Fourth District another high school football
going to be like that for the „whole- toumameni"
•
• --to -play arid' yOU're disappointed."
Middle's double steal may be an indication of how valuable baseball tournament back a day. Calloway County will face game._
Murray was scheduled to send lefthander Kirk Rueter to the
Mayfield Tuesday at 4:30 p.m., while Murray faces Marshall
runs are going to be.
mound against Morehead's Sean Hogan.
He's battled the knee probWednesdy at 4:30 p.m., at Holland Stadium.
County
"I think you are going to see a lot of stuff like that — douIn the first game, Chris Crabtree outduelcd Eastern's Steve
for three years, but he's
lems
In girls softball, Calloway will face Heath -Tuesday at 4 been someone whose kept fightOlsen. MTSL: scored the first run on a surpnse-double steal, ble steals. sacrifices. hit and runs," Peterson said. "Everyone's
p.m. at Mayfield High School.
with Chris Price scooting home with a run as he teamed up .going to be trying to manufacture runs."
ing. He's became a top-notch
track performer in the shot,
where he excelled last year, and
in the discus, which he is
throwing this yc.ar for the first
time.
Saturday, he was throwing the
and withstanding a charge
shot,
"I saw Thurl cut, but maybe I had 20 points and nine rebounds Johnson had 21 points and 11
"We let them run, go to the
For seven minutes in the fourth
Fort Campbell's Chris
from
the
assists for the Lakers, who made
basket, do whatever they wanted to shouldn't have made the pass," for Chicago, trying to reach
quarter. Portland and Utah were
Whitefield. On his next-to-last
the
for
finals
47
WarConference
the
as
of
throws
free
Eastern
36
do," Utah coach Jerry Sloan said. Malone said. "I can accept that.
separated by the smallest of
riors committed 34 fouls against throw, Boyd threw the shot 49
third consecutive year.
"They got an open court on us." but I did the best 1 could."
margins.
feet. While going to pick up
from
-for-27
11
just
was
Jordan
their bigger opponents.
After Porter's free throws, John
In other NBA playoff games
By the time it was over, the Trail
the shot, he turned to me and
Hersey
held
he
but
field,
the
"Magic
ahead
go
to
me
wanted
Sunday, the Chicago Bulls took a Stockton missed a 3-pointer that
Blazers' lead in the Western Con"The next time, it's going
said,
3-1 lead with a 101-85 victory over Bailey rebounded for Utah with six Hawkins. the 76ers' best perimeter and take over," Perkins said. "Go 50."
ference semifinal series was a sub3-for-8
on
points
15
to
shooter,
to the post, get down low. ... Once
Philadelphia and the Los Angeles seconds left. Karl Malone missed
stantial 3-1.
Sure enough, his last effort
another 3-point attempt at the shooting. Hawkins scored 29 point.s we got it down, the shots just kept
123-107
State
beat
Lakers
Golden
50-11 inches, shattering
went
Portland pulled ahead 56-39 in
victory,
3
in Philadelphia's Game
coming and tht shots just kept'
for a 3-1 advantage in that buzzer.
school
the
mark and showing
the first half and still led 82-68
-winning
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a
including
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Stockton finished with 12 points
best-of-7 series.
the potential to do
has
he
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going into the fourth quarter before
3-pointer.
"We just kept pounding it
and 16 assists.
and move
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the
at
the Jazz started the final period
wins
man
your
when
hurts
Detroit, trailing Boston 2-1.
• • • •
"It
inside, pounding it inside," James
with a 17-2 run for an 85-84 lead
plays host to the attics—in
the game, and I wanted to play him Worthy said. "Sam is our guy on to the state meet.
• • • •
with 6:54 left.
Bulls 101, 76ers 85
tonight's- only game. The other
as tough as I could today," Jordan down there."
I would be nice to see the
That was the first of 18 lead
Chicago won at the Spectrum by said.
three series resume Tuesday night
Worthy, who scored 16 points, regional track meet at Murray
changes as neither team led by
with Game 5 in Chicago. Portland holding Philadelphia to 37 percent
The 76ers, whose 85 points were
had
another outstanding defensive State's Stewart Stadium next
more than a point from the 7:21
half,
first
playoffs
the
in
since
shooting
when
the
the
and Inglewood, Calif.
their lowest in
markiantil Terry Porter's two free
Kevin Duckworth, who went into Bulls opened a 52-38 lead.
May 21, 1982, when they lost to game against Chris Mullin, who year. There are a number of
throws with 13 seconds to go com- the game averaging 10.8 points in
Horace Grant had 22 points and
Boston 88-75, were led by Charles was held to nine points on 4-for-13 reasons for this.
First of all, Murray State has
pleted the scoring in the Trail Blazit
and
was
rebounds,
II
his
13
Barkley with 25 points and 14 shooting and is 8-for-27 in the last
the playoffs, scored 10 of his 30
ers' 104-101 victory.
a world class facility to run the
two games. It was the first singlepoints in the fourth period for the points and six offensive rebounds. rebounds.
• • • •
digit scoring game since March 25, meet at with a brand-new track
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Actions& Reactions Morris staying above .400,
SOCCER

The Murray Calloway County Soccer
Association boys under 12 Dukers fin
'shed the year at 12 3 with win over
Paducah and Reidland over the
weekend The Dukers downed Paducah
8 0 wiht Jeff Nix scoring the hat track
and John Yezerslu, Shane Andrus, Al
Plan Nathan Keller and Russ Hargrove
all scoring goals Yezerski, Allen Thomp
son and Ryan Pickens all scored in the
3 2 win over Reidland, while Matt
Roberts had nine goal saves and Scott
Kellte and Shane Andrus were cited for
defensive work
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Sunday Ful cka (70) Jones (69). Aoki
(64) Kase (67) finished regulation with
5 under 279 totals

AUTO RACING

INDIANAPOLIS — It may have been a
day late, but there was nothing short
about Gary Bettenhausen's qualification
effort Sunday for the Indianapolis 500
The veteran of 18 Indy races put up a
5peed taster than pole-winner Rick
Mears He did a four lap, 10-mile qualify.
rig run at 224 468 mph in a Buick
V6 powered Lola to pace 10 qualifiers on
the second of four days of time trials for
the May 26 rwc.e Stattenhausen easily
GOLF
eclipsed Saturday's front row perforMARIETTA, Ga — Corey Pavel parred
mances by Mears (224 113), and the duo
the second hole of a sudden -death play,
of A J Foyt (222 443) and Mario Andretti
off to beat former UCLA teammate Steve
(221 818) It marks the 17th time overall
Pate in the Atlanta Classic on Sunday
and the first time since 1981 that the
Pawn and Pate finished regulation with
fastest qualifier has failed to win the pole
16 under-par 272 totals on the rain
The combination of a hot, slippery track
soaked Atlanta Country Club course and
early in the afternoon and rain and lighteach parred the first playoff hole — the
ning that closed the track 90 minutes ear10th Pate bogeyed the 206-yard, par-3
ly limited the number of opening-day
16th after hating his tee shot into a bunkqualifiers to 12 on Saturday. Also qualifyer The ninth victory of Pavin's career
ing Sunday were defending Indy champwas worth $180,000 and pushed him to
ion Ane Luyendyk of the Netherlands at
the top of the 1991 money list with
223 881, 1989 winner Emerson Fittipaldi
$634,092 Pavin also won the Bob Hope
of Brazil at 223 064 and Kevin Cogan,
Classic earlier this season, Joining Ian
Bettenhausen's teammate, at 222 844 —
Woosnam of Wales as the only two-time
the third-, fourth-and fifth-fastest qualifywinner this year Pavin had a final round
ing efforts of the weekend
70 on the 7,018 yard layout Pale, startMONTE CARLO, Monaco — Ayrton Sen:
Tom
ing the round seven shots behind
na of Brazil cruised to a record fourth
Kite
66
of
Kite, had a bogey-free round
consecutive Formula One victory in the
had a one shot lead with three holes to
Monaco Grand Prix on Sunday Senna's
17th
and
play, but bogeyed the 16th
previous triumphs were in Brazil, Phoenix
third
for
tie
three-way
holes to fall into a
and San Marino Juan Fangto of Argentiplace with Springer and Hale Irwin at
na started the 1954 season with three
sur
who
players
71
273. Fifty-two of the
victories in a row It was the 30th career
their
finish
to
had
cut
vived the 36-hole
Grand Prix victory for Senna Only Alain
was
play
after
Sunday
third round early
Prost. with 44, has more victories Senna
halted by rain Saturday
made it look easy in his McLaren-Honda
Rodriguez
FRISCO, Texas — Chi Chi
as he scored his third consecutive wireplaysank a 12-toot par putt on the fourth
to-wire victory and fourth overall at
off hole to beat Jim Colbert in the Senior
Monaco He led by more than 40 secSunday
on
PGA Tours Reunion Pro-Am
onds before easing up for an 18-second
fourth
and
victory
for his second straight
margin Senna's winning time was 1
of the year Rodriquez missed birdie
hour, 53 minutes, 2,334 seconds He
third
and
first
the
on
feel
3
and
putts of 8
averaged 85 616 mph on the twisting
playoff holes, respectively, and Colbert
2 068-mile circuit Nigel Mansell of Brihole
extra
second
the
on
sank a 6-tooter
tain finished second and Jean Alesi of
to stay tied Rodriguez, the tour's leading
France was third
money winner with $395,703, shot a
NAZARETH, Pa — Chuck Bown raced to
5-under 67 and Colbert had a -68 to finish
a 9 87-second victory over Steve Grisregulation at 8-under 208 Gene Littler
som in the NASCAR Pontiac 200 at Pen(69) and Mike Hill (67) tied for third at
nsylvania International Raceway on
209
Saturday Bown averaged 104 773 mph
CHESAPEAKE, Va — Hollis Stacy birin a Pontiac over the mile tri-oval track
died the 14th, 151h and 16th holes for a
Kenny Wallace finished third Rookies
one-stroke voctory in the LPGA's
Green and Jeff Gordon finished fourth
Crestar-Farm Fresh Classic on Sunday
and fifth, a lap down
Stacy's 3-under-par 69 and 6-under 282
total were good enough to overtake TamTENNIS
mie Green (73), Elaine Crosby (74) and
ROME — Gabriela Sabatini defeated
Patty Sheehan (69), who tied for second
Monica Seles 6-3, 6-2 for her third conalter faltering over the last six holes on
secutive.tournament victory and filth of
the 6,412-yard Greenbrier Country Club
the year in the rain-interrupted final of the
course 11 was Stacy's 18th victory of her
Italian Open on Sunday Sabatini, ranked
LPGA career, but her first since winning
third in the world, is 33-2 this year and
the Classic ot Deer' Creek in 1985
2-3 overall against the lop-ranked Seles
MADRID, Spain — Eduardo Romero of
HAMBURG, Germany — Karel Novacek
Argentina birdied the seventh playoff
of Czechoslovakia defeated Magnus
hole to beat Seve Ballesteros in the
Gustalsson of Sweden 6-3, 6-3, 5-7. 0-6,
Spanish Open on Sunday After the play•
6-1 in the final of the German Open on
ers parred the first six playoff holes,
Sunday
Romero pitched to within five feet on the
CHARLOTTE, N C — Seventh-seeded
par-4 18th hole to set up the winning
Jaime Yzaga defeated Jimmy Arias 6-3,
putt Ballesteros led by three strokes
7-5 in the final of the U S. Men's Clay
going into the final round, but shot a
Court Championships on Sunday
lover-par 75 for a 13-under 275 total
STANFORD, Calif — Stanford beat
Romero, who closed witha 71, forced the
UCLA 5-1 on Sunday to capture itsixth
playoff with a 25-birdie putt on the 18th
straight NCAA Women's Championship,
INAGI, Japan — Beth Daniel shot a
the eighth time the Cardinal have cap2-under par 70 for a 10-under 278 total
tured the crown in the 10-year history of
and a 10-stroke victory in the Konica Cup
the event Stanford (26-1) received sinWorld tournament Sunday Betsy King
gles victories from Debbie Graham, Laxclosed with a 72 to finish in a six -way tie
mi Porun, Heather Miens, Teri Whalinfor second
g& and Kylie Johnson Stanford's No 1
ITO, Japan — Saburo Ririe birdied the
singles player Sandra Birch was slowed
second playoff hole to defeat Australia's
by a stomach virus and lost to UCLA's
Brian Jones and Japan's !sac) Aoki and
Kimberly Po 7-5, 6-1 UCLA finished
Hideki Kase in the Full Sanket Classic on
23-5

thanks to last .400 hitter

CHICAGO (AP) — Anytime someone reaches the .400 mark in baseball, the name of Ted Williams pops up since the -Splendid Splinter"
was the last to do it when he hit .406 in 1941.
Hot-hitting Hal Morris had three more hits Sunday in Cincinnati's 5-3
victory over the Chicago Cubs to raise his average to .402.
Morris has no delusions of hitting .400 but he did say he has read Williams' book on hitting every year since high school to re-enforce some •
batting techniques.
Morris also has another association with Williams in that his great
uncle, Buddy Lewis, played for the Washington Senators.
"One year, I don't know which, he played on the All-Star team with
Williams and Joe D. (DiMaggio)," he said.
Morris spends time whenever he has a chance with Lewis who lives in
Gastonia, N.C., to listen to Lewis' baseball stories.
Morris is spending his time wrecking Natiopal League pitching, especially that of the Cubs, against whom he is hitting .480 tis season. In the three-game series he had six hits in eight official trips and reached base in
10 of 13 times.
Morris singled to start a two-run fourth Sunday and singled again in the
eighth when Mariano Duncan tripled home two tie-breaking runs for Cin•
cinnati's victory.
After he singled in the eighth, Morris stole second as Eric Davis struck
out. Paul O'Neill, who also has been wrecking Cub pitching, was walked
intentionally. Luis Quinoncs struck out but Duncan tripled to center to
drive in the winning runs.
Cubs manager Don Zimmer has said Morris' hitting "Is no mistake. He
can hit and he can lead the league in hitting."
Morris, who batted .340 last year. in part time play, said "I'll be happy
to hit .300."
As for Williams, Morris doesn't follow Ted's advice fully,
"Williams says you have to hit up on the ball and I try to hit down,''
Morris said. "I can put the ball in play but it's a question of how hard I
can hit it. Williams mainly pulled the ball and I don't know how anyone
could hit *that much that way."
Morris said he was lucky Sunday since two of his hits were of the
infield variety but he was a big factor in Cincinnati breaking out of its
slump and winning the last two games of the series.
Jack Armstrong (3-1) was the winner and Rob Dibble pitched the last
two innings for his eighth save. Greg Maddux (4-2) was the loser.
Coach Jackie Moore managed the Reds on Sunday. Lou Piniella was
attending his son's graduation ceremonies at Villanova University.
"You couldn't have written a better script," Moore said. "Armstrong
struggled at the start but settled down, we got some timely hitting and
Dibble came out of the bullpen to close it."
Ryne Sandbcrg's two-run homer, his fourth, gave the Cubs a 2-0 lead
in the first. Jeff Reed hit his first homer in the third. The Reds went ahead
with two in the fourth on run-scoring singles by Billy Doran and Duncan
but the Cubs tied in the bottom of the fourth on a run-scoring single by
Jose Viscaino.
That's the way it stood until the eighth when Duncan, playing short in
place of injured Barry Larkin, broke it up.
"I knew I'd be in the lineup with Larkin hurting so I got my mind
ready to play," Duncan said.

Lady Tigers win •••
(Cont'd from page 12)

Jason Haley (800 meters) and Cecil
Bradley (300 hurdles).
The Calloway 1600 meter relay
team of Barrett, Haley, Payne and
Shouse took third, while Dower,
Boyd, Hornbuckle and Cecil Bradley teamed up for a fourth in the
400 meter relay.
For the Lady Lakers, Betsy
Herndon was second in the shot
put, and fifth in the discus. Vanessa Bucy took second in the 3200
meters and fifth in the 800 meters,
while Courtney McCoy was third
in the 100 meter hurdles and sixth
in the 300 hurdles.
minutes."
Jackie Geurin was third in the
In perhaps the most improbable
3200 meters and sixth in the 1600
Stanley Cup final in history, the
meters, while Christy Trenholm
Penguins will play the Minnesota
was fourth in the discus and fifth in
Division
Norris
North Stars, the
the shot put. Michelle Bybee was
fourth-place finisher, beginning
fourth in the 16000 meters, while
Wednesday at the Civic Arena. For
Mitzi Rickman and Lisa Scalf
the first time since 1981, two
placed in three events, with RickAmerican teams will play for Lord
man finishing fourth in the 100
Stanley's trophy.
meters. fifth in the 200, and sixth
For only the second time in 23
the long.jump while Scalf was
in
years, a team that finished with
fifth
in the 300 hurdles, and sixth
fewer than 90 poi,nts in the regular
high jump and 100 hurdles.
the
in
season, Pittsburgh (88) or MinneJennifer Clayton was fifth in the
sota (68), will win the Cup. Monhigh jump, Wendy Stephens was
treal had 87 points in 1985-86.
in the 100 and Jennifer Dowfifth
The Penguins? The North Stars?
sixth in the 400 meters.
was
dy
You've could have gotten better
three
All
Lady Laker relay teams
odds on the 1969 Mets winning the
Owensboro, with the
headed
are
to
World Series than on these teams
finishing second
team
meter
1600
playing for one of the most coveted
Scalf, Dowdy
with
Thompson,
Sara
prizes in professional sports.
and Geurin leading the way. The
800 relay team (Thompson, Dow"It will be a Cinderella team
dy, Rickman and Wendy Stephens)
(Minnesota) against the most
was fourth as was the 400 relay
talented team in hockey," Boston
(Thompson, Stephens, Heather Gilcoach Mike Milbury said.
liam and Tonya Hughes).
A few years ago, the Penguins
For the Tigers, Sean Stogner was
a
won
series
playoff
couldn't have
a dual regional winner, winning the
from Boston if they'd played until
pole vault in 10-6 and taking the
August. Until this season, they'd
300 hurdles in 41.3. He also took
only beaten them seven times in
second in the 110 meter hurdles.
Boston in 24 years, but now
Willis Cheaney won the long jump
they've beaten them four straight
in 20-101/2 and was second in the
times in seven days after trailing
triple jump.
2-0.
Heath Walls was second in the
Do you believe in miracles?
"When I saw Mario (Lemieux) long jump and fourth in the triple
carrying that cup around the ice, I jump, while Sean Malinauskas was
choked up," forward Phil Bourque
said. "I definitely had a tear in my
eye. It was a feeling I can't
describe, it was an unbelievable
IThis Week's Special:
4et1ing. You had to be here with all
Large Bar-B-0
of the bad teams and through all of
Sandwich & Fries
the bad years to understand."

Penguins move to finals
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Four
months ago, Mario Lemieux was
flat on his back. So were the Pittsburgh Penguins.
There were questions if
Lemieux, who missed nearly a year
with a back injury, surgery and
infection, would play again. There
were questions if the Penguins,
who'd missed the playoffs for
seven times in eight years, would
play hockey past the regular season
finale.
Stuck in fourth place as late as
February, it took a late-season
surge and the New York Rangers'
collapse for the Penguins to win
the Patrick Division — the first
championship of any kind since
they joined the NHL in 1%7.
Don't look now, but it's midMay and they're still winning. The
inconceivable has come true: the
words "Penguins" and "Stanley
Cup" can be used in the same sentence without anybody laughing.
The Penguins have been a joke
of a team for most of their 24 years
of existence, but nobody's laughing
now — especially the rest of the
NHL. Especially the Boston
Bruins.
Gord Roberts, who had only
three goals all season, scored once
and fed Mark Recchi for the game
winner at 15:40 of the third period
as the Penguins completed comebacks from two-game and a twogoal deficits to beat Boston 5-3
Saturday night and win the Wales
playoffs.
Conference
—
"Andy Warhol said everybody
gets their 15 minutes of fame,"
said Roberts, who has never been
confused with a Lemieux or a Paul
Coffey as a scorer. "I got my three

second in the 1600 meters and in
the 800 meters. Chris Bailey was
second in the 213o and third in the
100, while B.J. Jenkins was third in
the 110 hurldes and fourth in_the
300 hurdles.
Sam Green took fourth in the.
3200 meters, while Darren Foster
was fourth in the shot and fifth in
the discus. Jason Reed was sixth in
the shot, while Victor Perry took
fourth in the long jump.
Jason Joseph took second in the
discus, while Fred Sowerby was
fifth in the 400 meters.
The Murray 400 relay teamof
Cheaney, Walls, Sowerby and Bailey took second.
For the Lady Tigers, Tammy
Hansen, Jenny Bell and Christy
Bell won regional championships,
as did the 400 and 800 meter relay
teams.
Hansen won the 100 hurdles in
17.2, and took third in the 300 hurdles. Christy Bell won the 800
meters, while sister Jenny led a 1-2
Murray take in the long jump, with
a leap of 14-71/2 .
Bell and Bell joined Renea
Hornbuckle and Sarah Snyder on
the 800 relay team, while Hornbuckle, Christy Bell, Sarah Snyder
and Vedra Sowerby took the 400
meter relay. The 1600 relay team
of April Barksdale, Bell, Bell and
Casey Guin took second.
Sowerby took second in the 100
and fourth in the 200, while Jenny
Bell was second in the 300 hurdles.
Bonnie Payne took second in the
long jump, and was fourth in the
shot put.
Maggie Snyder was second in
the long jump and fifth in the 100
hurdles, while Mary Friend was
third in the 1600 meters, where
Shelly Hasty was fifth. Hasty took
third in the 3200 meters.
Barksdale took fourth in the 400
meters, while Angela Hasty was
fifth in the 400 meters. Guin took
fifth in the 800 and fifth in the
3200 meters, while Sarah Snyder
was sixth in the 200. Hornbuckle
took third in the discus, where
Nekesa Payne was sixth.

SCOREBOARD
- Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."

A

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices aloomnpron

-

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
I Pct, Si
W
Boston
18 10
643 —
594 l•
19 13
Toronto
16 13
Detroit
552 24
13 16
448 54
lAkkaukee
11
423 6
15
C ascend
370 74
10 17
Few, Yon,
10 18
Baltimore
357 8
Weed DIVIIINOA
L Pct. G8
at
621 —
18 11
Oakland
Seine
548 2
17 14
519 3
14 13
C nocago
16 15: 516 3
Mnnesota
Catforrea
15 154- 500 3
12 • 11' 462 47.
Tiros
414 6
12 17
Kansas City
Seturdity's Games
Oakland 10 New Yore 2
California 2. Cleveland 1
Toronto 5 Chicago 2
Bosion 5, Texas 4
IlAnnesato 5 Detroit 4
Kansas City 4 Mteraukse 2
Baltimore 11 Sean* 5
Sunday's Games
Texas 12, Boston 5
New You 10, Oakland 6
Cleveland 4 California 1
Toronto 4 Chicago 2
tannesiata 8. Detroit 3
Kansas City 6. Mlwaukee 4
Seattle 5, Baltimore 4
Monday a Games
Oakland (C. Young 1-01 a New 'ICA (Sanderson
630 pm
Chcago McDowell 5-21 at Boston IClemens
635 p.m
California (Finley 5-11 at Cleveland (Nagy 1-21.
635 pm
Kansas City IS Davis 2-31 at Toronto (Stothilimyris4-01. 635 pm
Detroit (Cerutti 0-01 at Texas Ryan 3.3), 7 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Game*
Caliloriva at New York 630 pm
Oakland at Baltimore 6 35 p m
CNcago at Boston 635 pm
Seam* at Cleveland 6 35 p m
Kansas City at Toronto, 6 35 p m
Mikkaukee at Pannesota. 705 p.m
Detroit at TON 38 735 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct,
W L
GP
Pittsburgh
19 11
633 —
17 12
586
New You
16 ,14
St Louis
533 3
500 4
15 15
Montreal
15 16 .184 44
Chicago
14 17
Piriia6eira
452 5'/,
at.., Divieioa
Pct, 88
W L
15 12
Atlanta
556 —
1
517
15 14
Cincinnati
517 1
15 14
Los Angeles
15 16
484 2
i San Diego.
12 17
Houston
414 4
10 20
San Francisco
333 6'h
,
Sliturdey's Games
Cincinnati 12, Chicago 2
New York 6 San Francisco 2
Atlanta 3 Pittsburgh 2
Houston 6. St Louie 1
Los Angeles 3, Ptutaileharna 2
Montieal 5. San Diego I
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 6, Pittsburgh
Cincinnati 5, Chicago 3
Philadelphia 7, Los Angeles 3
Montreal 8. San Diego 6
New York 4, San Franasco 2, 11 inrangs
St Louis 7, Houston 3
Monday's Games
Atlanta (Glavin* 4-21 at Chicago r,Boskie 2-3). 7-05
pm
CincinnatitHaminorat 3-1) at St Lou's (HO 2-2).._,
7 35 pm
Neve York tCone 3-11 at San Diego (Banes 0-4).
9 05 p rri
1-11 at San Francisco feudist!
Philadelphia cos(
•
2-2), 9135 pm
Montreal (Boyd 1-31 at Los Angeles Narrine2
9 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Tuesdey's Gems
Atlanta al Chicago. 605 pm
at
Pittsburgh
Houston, 735 pm
Cincinnati at St Louis, 7 35 p m
San Diego, 905 pm
at
New York
kAontreal at Los Angeles, 935 pm
San Francisco, 9 35 pm
at
Philadelphia

Basketball

Chicago vs Phoadeiphia
_ Saturday. May 4
Cldcago 106, Philadelmia 92
Monday, May 6
CrisCag0 112, Philadelphia 100
Friday, May 10
Philadelphia 99 Chicago 97
Sunday, May 12
Chicago IN, Phitadolphia 35. Chcago leads series

Boston vs. Detroit
Tuesday, May 7
Detroit 66 Boston 75
Thureeloy, May 9
Boston 109 Deuce 103
Seturday, May it
Boston I IS

DIMICA 83

Boelian *ads s•n•4

WESTERN ‘CONFERENCE
LA Lskeni vs. Golden State
Sunday, May 5
LA Laken 126. Gotilen State 116
Wednesday, May 8
GoliNan State 125 LA Lakers 124
Friday, May 10
LA Lake's 115 Gotten Stale 112
Sunday, May 12
LA Liters 123 Golden State 107. LA Lakers lead
genes 3-1
Tuesday, May 14
Golden State at LA takers. 930 p m
Thursday, May 16
LA Lakers at Golden State TBA it necessary
Ssturday. May 18
Golden Slate at LA Lake's 'FBA it 03111,8FlarY
Portland vs Utah
Tuesday, May 7
Portland 117 Lean 97
Thursday, May 9
Portland 118. Utah 116
Saturday, May 11
Utah 107, Portland 101
Sunday, May 12
Portland 104. Utah 101. Portland leads sense 1-1
Tuesday, May 14
Utah at Portland 9 pm
Thursday, May 16
Portland at Utah 7 p m , if necessary
Saturday, May 18
Uteri at Portland. IBA, ft necessary

_ 7

CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Wednesday, May 1
Boston 6 Pittsburgh 3
Thursday, May 2
Mnnesata 1, Edmonton 1
Friday, May 3
Boston 5 Pittsburgh 4 OF
Saturday, May 4
Eamordon 7 Minnelota 2
Sunday, May 5
Fhdsburgh 4, Boston 1
Monday, May 6
Atinnesota 7, Edmonton 3
Tuesday, May 7
PIIII.Oti,gt 1, Boston 1
Wednesday, May
Ainnesota 5, Edmonton 1
Thursday, May 9
Fhtsburgh 7, Boston 2
Friday, May 10
'Annotate 3. Edmonton 2. Minnesota *Ins sense 4 1
Saturday, May 11
Pittsburgh 5 Boston 3 Pittsburgh knris semis 4-2

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
,6th & Main

753-0489

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray
St.

Chestnut

753-0045

II
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Sannesota at
Ni

at

Pittsburgh at
Pittsburgh at
fannies:ea at
Pittsburgh at
lAnnesota at

STANLEY CUP FINAL
Wednesday, May 15
Pittsburgh 6 35 p rr
Friday, May 17
Pnesota rnsburgh. 6 35 p m
Sunday. May 19
Mnnesota, 705 pm
Tuesday, May 21
ssoriasois, 705 pm
Thursday, May 23
Pittsburgh. 635 p m it necessary
Saturday, May 25
lannesOta, 705 p m, necessary
Tuesday, May 28
Pittsburgh, 635 pm it rAiiCeStiia'y

•

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888
/05 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
1 1111raleekiveriawsi.
1•
.
"Mii,ININVii..../Mibi."14M...*Mii,leir'..malie...M.:01=

$

Put Your Trust In...

Complete Auto Repai
of Murray, Inc.
Serving Murray and Calloway
County over 25 years
514 So. 12th • 753-8868

$
$

-

Opening in May!

Premiere

'

Health and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located in University Square

91 JEEP CHEROKEE IHRE110 $17

Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

'

Hockey

Loaded Sunroof Power Windows,'
Locks Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, Black

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham

21

Monday, May 13
Boston at Detroit, 7 p m
Wednesday, May IS
Dollait at Boston. 7 p.m.
Friday, Mew 17
Boston at Detrat Tf3A, if necessary
Sunday, May 19
Detroit at Boston TM it necessary

279
'

Ross Insurance Aency

I-

Tuesday, May 14
Philadelphia at Chicago. 7 pm •
Friday, May ti
Chicago at Phdadelphia. TBA 4 necessary
Sunday, May 1111
Philadelphia at Chicago. TM A necessary

Special Good
thru May 18

Friday night Buffet

PAGE 13

MONDAY, MAY 13, 1991

N. 12th St.

BBB

New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
Sat. 'till 5
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

t•-1

,T

t'ots.
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Endeavour takes a ride

Two MSU faculty to teach abroad

.
.
i• • 4

ege
.

e

-

,

Courses taught by two Murray
State University faculty members will
be part of the Cooperative Center for
Stuity in Britain(CCSB)interim term
Dec. 26-Jan. 9. 1992, in London.
England.
Dr. Dan= E. Harrison, assistant
dean of the College of Business and
Public Affairs, A ill teach Business
and Public Affairs 595:International
:Business, while Dr. Mark Malinauskas. director of both of the Mg.:
Theatre and the Honors Program will
teach Speech and Theatre 341, British
Theatre in Production.
The CCSB is a consortium of
leveral regional universities which
combine resources to offer programming in the United Kingdom and
lreland.
Harrisons course will deal with
international trade. the w 6rlifs mow- arv sterns, and the legal, technologial, and geographic factors ati.ecting
marketing and

"With trade free Europe ot 1992
upon us. today's managers must
understand the rapidly changing areas
of international business and multinational corporations," Harrison said.
His course w ill include field trips to
the Bank of England. Lloyd's of'
London. major department stores in
central London, the International
Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom.the London Metal Exchange and
the London International Financial
Futures Exchange.
-British Theatre in Production" A ill
include visits to at least six major
London productions, a field trip to
Stratford4;pon-Avon, and back stage
tours at several London theatres.
-London is one of the great locahops in the world to srudy theatre. On
an) evening there are probabl 3()
major productions being staged in
LOndon.- Malinauskas said,
Students in the courses can receive
ot um% ersit cred4 The\
three
‘..an recei‘e either graduate or unili.•

graduate credit lor Business and
Public Affairs 595.
Continuing education credit can be
arranged for alurrii or other persons
not currently enrolled as students.
London term costs
The
.
. CCSB
approx imately- S 1750. which includes
transportation from Nashville, accommodations in four star hotels in
central London. a continental break-,
last each morning. and a one-week
• bus and underground pass for London
I:1,...ded in the price are side trips
o Do4et, Canterbury , Bath, and
So:'.ellenge. Tickets to six plays are
:::,-.•aded in the price for theatre
students. Business-students will- receive tickets for three plays.
Deadline for enrollment is Oct. 25.
• A-ddittonal information can be obtained from Dr. Harrison, Dr. Malinauskas, or from the campus CCSB
representatives, Dr. Ron Cella; Department of English, and -Dr. Gary
Hunt, College of Fine Arts and Corn-

INN

Communication disorders explored
people and, the treatments a‘ii„
Speech. language and hearing disfor
them.
of
sense
the
orders can increase
Hearing impairment is the
isolation and helplessness often telt
by. illider persons. according to'au:, ,ammunication problem expenei;;ec.
diologists and speech-language -bX Americans over age-15Y As many'
'pathologists at Murray State Univer- as 54/percent o(jlie 27 miliion people
o'er 65 have a hearing impairment
sity
A hearing problem can lima socia:
As part of N1.1 is Better 11,:ar.r.g
vith family and friends. as
and Speech Month. audio;ogisIs and
Mnder
cry day acal,ities
speech-ianguage patholoet.sts want
s,as shopping, using plibli; transolder persons and their fa-..07'.Munk.i:ing A
0: the 'Kinds of comm.,:'
:ha: :07.7.':10n:‘

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL Q CALIF C ATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a-chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of* Ftigniv: spe'cialized
college training'?
Today's DoCtorofChiropractiC must.com plete:4,485 hours
= di-iropractic
of classroom instruction and pass
lioard examination before earnim..7,- a- license. In most
-tates, continuing educational seminars must be cornp.eted for annual license renewal
PERSONAL BAC KC ROUND
n N utnit ii in and
In addition. I have completed ciiu rst
Phystcalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgiar and hold an Associate of Science
C.C.0 in Michigan. Postgraduate-studies
clegree from
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college. I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award. Who's Who Among
College Students Award,,and in 1989 was named Senior,
Intern at Life Vnivers0.-v-and graduated with honors. To
urther my continuing education. I have received special
ing since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webste-r, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Pre,ident of Life University. And I have visited
.1 number .of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
-Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
i.ation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay.
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of .training and professionalism I offer
you If vou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor. perhaps
you didn't 'know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service So,
you see,: what you don t know;cant help yon. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Painful Joints
J Headaches
ci Back Pain.
J Shoulder Pain
J Arthritis
O Neck Pain
J Arm Leg Pain
J Bursitis
D Stiffness
J Cold Hands/Feet
J Hip Pain
D Numbness

.mperative that these people
re,.eive a thorough audiological eva.L,tion," says Sue Snell, audiologist in
the Department of Special Education
at-Murray -State. Once-the - nature of
the hearing loss has been identified.
Ms ,Snell added, a certified audiolo,k,f...: ;an recommend a specific progr.,:r.0)rehabilitation, possibly involvIT:g ;he use of a hearing aid, or some
ts pc at liSSISIRC listening device.
(.ciininunication- problems involv.: .anguage. Npeech and voice are
frequent in older people.'Disas Parkinson's Disease-iind
...,c's
c• sC1erosis. p& well as aphasia.
. :on resulting from S-litoke *or
n,urv.cancausespeechproducn problems. Another condition
kndwri as ilysartbria inhi-Its a person's -ability- to maintain
r roper breath control and adequate
,• Slril:natIOn of the lips, tongue, pa,:c and larvnv.
111-anent .by a speech-language
pathologist can help-rt.-stole -control
er the mechanics of speech."Whate‘or the speech or language disorder,
the speech- language - pathologist _de:,:rmines appropriate treatment tailored-lb-the Irads bf--theindividual
patient." says Dr. Jodelle Deem, director of the divison of communication disorders.
For more information on hearing,
sps,ixh and language problems in
„old& persons, intergrealkisoits may
contact Dr. Jodelle Deem at 762-2446
or call 1-800-638-TALK (8255).

NASA's newest space shuttle, Endeavour, sits on top or the Boeing 747 Shuttle Carrier at Rockwell's
Palmdale facility in California awaiting departure to the Johnson Space Center in Houston, en route to the
Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Endeavour replaces the space shuttle Challenger, which exploded after
takeoff in 1987.

From loans to lodging, Larue links to Lincoln
HODGENVILLE, Ky. — Abraham Lincoln once clerked in a
store, but it wasn't Abc's Market in
Hodgenville, hometown of the 16th
president.
Lincoln stands tall among presidential timber. But in Hodgenville,
Honest Abe also means hamburgers, Hank Junior and doublewides.
Local enterprises include
Ruthie's Lincoln Freeze, Joel Ray
Sprowls' Lincoln Country Music
Jamboree and the Lincoln Trail
Mobile Home Park.
Illinois may be the Land of Lincoln. Hodgenville is the land of
Lincoln logos.
"We've got a little bit of Lincoln everything," said Thenda
Ford of the local chamber of
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Lincoln Firestone Tires. Lincoln
Trail Concrete. Lincoln Video
Rental. Lincoln Village Restaurant.
Lincoln Medical Center, Lincoln
Memorial Motel.
"All this started a long time ago
when some entrepreneur came up
with the idea," Ford said.
History teachers might wince or
roll their eyes heavenward; but
Honest Abe sells in Hodgenville,

•
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Auto
Home
Business
A tradition

Thi Courior-Journal

Life
Health
Annuities
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I 753-0632

Jim Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

thru
May 31
xxila
All In Stock Vinyl Flooring, Residential &
$1.00 off sq. yd.
Commercial Carpet
20% Off
All In Stock Wallpaper
Congoleum "Room In Bloom Sale" 20% Off (selected .pattoms)
Save 25% On Mannington (se•ctid patterns)

CARPET
10E SMITH
Mon.-Fri 8-5. Sat 8-4

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

753-6660

EatSeafood-

If you're on a diet
or just like to eat
nutriously check
out our Seafood
Salads.

for 000d beaftb

Our Salads are made fresh daily with
lettuce and garden cut vegetables.

'4.99

Shrimp Salad
Pow.. S•tr•lap toresnof .n11, miry end

Creamy combulauon Of

A moirti.••• all um* raked f•vorle

'5.49

Seafood Salad

'4.99

Tuna Salad

upt csbys

'3.99

Diet Salad

Parisi alvmp and nib eta ate jog the barmy% A weight *Where
paradm

Elk 'Weep crab meal mayo. mai,orm,

CieJv & red peppers

b

a
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

NEW HAVEN, Ky. — If TWA
flight attendant Betty Priddy-Gray
handles many more military charter
flights bringing American troops
home from Saudi Arabia, she-may
run out of uniforms.
So far she has retired two of her
work blouses, which are now cluttered with soldiers' autographs,
poems and artwork.
"It's more like a big party than a
regular working flight," PriddyGray said. "I just thought it would
be a cute idea to have them sign
my shirt."
A veteran of 17 years as a flight
attendant, she usually works commercial international flights on
Boeing 747s between New York
and Paris, Rome, Athens, Cairo,
London and Tel Aviv, but the military charters, she said, are something special.

in service
since 1981
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Flight attendant says troops'
flights home resemble 'a big party'
By BYRON CRAWFORD—

FREE

end n that 72 hen. of mplindov In the adirerumerit hor

••••

scat of Larue County.
The savior of the union was born
here in 1809 in a log cabin. The
little log house — or a reasonable
facsimile — is preserved in a
national shrine.
There's also a musedradrnd a
bronze statue of Honest Abe downtown, near where the Railsplitter
Ice Cream- and Sandwich Shop
went out of business.
South on Lincoln Boulevard,
Ruthie's Lincoln Freeze has fared
better. The drive-in is not too far
from the Lincoln Memorial-Motel,
where weary wayfarers can bunk in
more comfort than the future railsplitter president knew in his family's backwoods cabin.
Longer-term lodgers might try
Lincoln Trail Mobile Hdme Park,
the Lincoln Village Apartments or

AGENCY

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, tand a private consultation to discuss the results.
.71.• ••
.711111.191ML.P.A.V".4.?!-•!•_i•E!....nr.t••.!••
....4.49..4.4eA_C.N1.41511.1MirlIMIKVI2M.
ante, popme.or ennambwrmod It• minor.6q..,aM,'n
••,,,,,,,•-•••"•
ay

Craig

Commerce.

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

;,...t.';..: .
,--* '- ..
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By Berry

N INSURANCE

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my.special offer:

FREE

KENTUCKY
BACHROADS

,

\ Gumbo

Heskett Chiropractic Center

Shrimp Creole

N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.4 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099

Cup

*2.25
Cup *2.25

Red Beans & Rice....Cup$2.25

Fried Cajun Platter

Bowl '3.75

*3.75
Bowl '3.75
'5.75

Bowl

Sunday- Saturday 11 a.m.4 p.m.

Olympic Plaza •7536149

AMIWAM7

ft.

Lincolti Realty. Lincoln National
Bank makes home loans.
Kentucky's only native-born
president is more popular in Larue
County today than he was when he
lived in the White House. Lincoln
got elected in 1860, but he polled
just 3 votes here. In 1864, Larue
County went for Democrat George
B. McClellan over its most famous
son by 700 to 17 votes.
"It's interesting, too, that Lincoln lived in' Lame County a lot
shorter time than he did in other
places," Ford said.- "He was a
small boy when Thomas Lincoln
piled his family in a wagon and
left."
The Lincolns meandered across
Kentucky and Indiana before they
settled in Illinois, where Abraham
became a lawyer, got elected to
Congress, waged his campaign for
the White House and became the
country's first Republicanpresident.
"You'll see all this Lincoln business in Springfield, Ill., too,"
Ford said. "We don't pay that
much attention to it around here.
They probably donit_up ,there_
either.'

"There were lots of tears
crew and passengers — going over,
especially the closer we got to
Dhahran," Priddy-Gray said. "It's
the same coming home, but tears of
happiness.
The returning soldiers watched a
tape of a patriotic Whitney Houston special, Priddy-Gray said, "and
when the wheels touched down in
New York, we were playing 'I'm
Proud To Be An American,' -so it
was like jubilation — lots of tears
and cheering."
Priddy-Gray was returning home
to rural Nelson County last week
after her third such military charter. She worked one flight taking
troops over last November and is
on her second flight bringing
troops home.
"You always fall in love with
somebody coming back. There's
always one special one who steals
your heart away," she sai,. "On
the last flight, there was J.J., who
was an excellent artist and poet ...
who was older, around 49 to 52,
I'd say, in the Army Reserve in
San Antonio and expecting his
sixth grandchild.
"He had gotten a pen pal, a little
12-year-old girl who had written to
'any soldier in Desert Storm.'
She'd been having problems at
home, and he had counseled her
from the desert, and had gotten a
thank-you note from her parents
asking that he continue to keep up
with her when he got back to the
States."
Only eight flight attendants work
a TWA military charter, which
sometimes carries as many as 450
passengers.
"Somebody always wants your
wingsand.your scarf.I always_give_
someOne my wings; then I have to
go buy another pair for $8. And
I'm olit of scarves now, and. I'm
going to have to go beg some more
of those from TWA."
Priddy-Gray has a few souvenirs
of her own: Dog tags. sunglasses,
hits, propaganda pamphlets that
U.S. forces ,dropped in the desert
and, of course, those blouses
inscribed with autographs, sketches
and poems from men and women
who served in Desert Storm.
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will receive sealed bids on three small
buses, which may be seen at the WKAS Central Office, 400 N. 5th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky. These vehicles are identified as follows.
WKAS VEHICLE
WKAS VEHICLE
WKAS VEHICLE

LI - 1986 Chevrolet - 22 passenger - ID
Ita - 1982 Ford - 19 passenger - ID #57587
1.4 - 1982 Ford - 19 passenger - ID k57585

M56852

Bids will be received at 400 N. 5th Street, Mayfield, Ky 42066 until the close of
business on May 13, 1.991. Please identify each sealed bid with the vehicle
number
ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE SEALED ENVELOPE.
or
WKAS reserves the right to reject any and all sealed bids.

I, a

ORDINANCE NUMBER 91-945 •
An Ordinance Amending Ordinance Number 90-921, the 1990-91 annual
Budget Ordinance, by re -estimating revenues and expenditures to include state
funds not previously accounted for and increasing .appr_o_priationS under _the
Municipal Aid Tax Fund.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Murray City Council, Commonwealth of
Kentucky, as follows. to-wit:

Merchants Grain, Inc.. Old Concord Road. P.O.
Box 600, Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky
42074..has defaulted payment to grain producers_ as
defined by KRS 251.610(8). If you have $ claim
Merchants Grain. Inc. fur the sale of grain or
the proveed.I rum the sale of grain you rna ualify
for a payment ul Lomperisation from the Kentuviky
Grain Insurance Fund tor your linaricial loss
incurred due to the failure of the grain dealer. If you
have a claim and have not received a claim form
from the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, you
ioust notify the department of your claim not later
than May 24. 1991. You must prov ide NUL h notice
to the -department at the following address:

SECTION I. General Fund revenues are increased S124,664 with said revenues
derived from the following sources:
Kentucky Traffic Safety Grant
$48 500
Kentucky Bridge Replacement Program
S39,lU
Area Development Funds
SECTION II. Kentucky Traffic Safety'Grant Funds are hereby allocated to the
Murray Police Department to underwrite the following costs:
$27,5(X) Retirement
Salariet
Social Security
$2,103 Medical InsuranCe
Equipment
$3,000 Traffic Safety
Travel/Meetings
$2,000 Supplies
$4.000
Training/Supplies
S2,000
SECTION III. Kentucky Bridge Replacement Funds are allocated to the South
6th Street'Bridge Project.

KEN - RA:KY DEPARTMENT OE
AGRICt LI LRE
DIVISION or GRAIN AND DAY
106 WEST SECOND STRIKE
lit %Matti?", KENTUCKY 406411
502-564-3068
1-800-248-3628

SECTION IV. Area Development Funds in the amount of 59,500 are allocated
for repaving of the Tennis Courts on the campus of Murray High School and a
portion of the ADF Funds are hereby allocated to underwrite the City's obligation
to the Weaks Community Center.

PUBLIC NOTICE

201 FACILITIES PLAN UPDATE

SECTION V. Municipal Aid Tax expenditures are increased $15,329 and
allocated for the city's portion of the South 6th Street Bridge Project.
SECTION VI.The General Fund balance as of June 30, 1991 is hereby restated
at $259,463 and the Municipal Aid Tax Fund balance as of June 30, 1991 is
decreased to $27,171.
SECTION VII. In all other respects Ordinance Number 90-921, as amended, is
hereby reaffirmed.
- _
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 25 day of April .1991.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 9 day of May. 1991.
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A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray
at City Hall on Tuesday. May 21,1991 at 2:00 p.m.
• CST forthe piirpOse ot
and oral
comments of citizens regarding "291 Facilities
Plan Update", a proposed expansion of wastewater
treatment plant and rehabilitation of sewer lines.
All interested persons and organizations in Murray
are invited to the public hearing to submit oral or
written comments .on these issues. i

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

Although nervous, the Dickersons were
well-received by this tribe of unique headhunters.
It was Pooki, regrettably, that was to bear the
brunt of their aggression.

A copy of the 201 Facilities .Plan Update is
available for review at the Murray Public Works
office at 200 Andrus Drive. Written comments to
. the proposed plan can be addressed to Mayor Bill
Cherry, 1t4urray City Hall, Murray, Kentucky
42071, prior to May 23. 1991.
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Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

GLASS work, glass repair
and replacement For auto,
homes. business Plus mirror, double beveled, and
plain edge Glass top table
repair M & G Complete
Glass Co. Dixieland Ct,
753-0180

'use local dam

serv ocir

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO E XPERiENCE
NEEDED

Burley
Tobacco
Base
Call:
492-8566

MATHS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas
$21900 Per Couple E
daysianights Hotel paid
We overbought YOU save
supply
Limited
404-926-3751
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser car
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502 554-7904

LOST 35mm camera be
tween MHS parking lot and
18th street Reward
753-1387 after 5pm
LOST 2 CATS
1 gray- long ha,r tiger
Stripe. 1 yellow lorig
hair Near Hale Road-&
Flt 94E
753-6760
Leave Message

ACORNS to Oaks Pre
school, Inc seeks an
energetic loving teacher
with experience working
with young children Inter
ested applicants send re
sume to P 0 Box 5058
Mayfield, KY 42066 by May
20 1991 E 0 E
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chures For more informa
tion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A-1
Travel, P 0
Box
430780-B1 South Miami
FL 33143
EXPERIENCED morning
cook wanted for Majestic
Royale Holiday Inn, Murray Job pays $4 50 or
more, depending on expen
ence Apply in person
EXPERIENCED body man
40hrs week 435-4443
GYMNASTICS instructor
Must have experience
753-6705

coME TO ME

IRVING'SAY THE
WORDS 14 WAITED THROU&H
293 PLAYOFF GAMES TO HEAR!!

Poker
stake
War god
SoHo
dwelling
Extremely
terrible
Donate
"Cakes and

love with
k. There's
who steals
sais). On
s J.J., who
nd poet ...
49 to 52,
Reserve in
ecting his

1

ALTHOUGH I
PERSONALLY NEVER

2

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify it 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16
ALONE
DRAMA.21 We are an E 0 E This
ABIDES
project is funded by the
ENL 1ST
Western Kentucky Private
PSIDATES
Industry Council- JTP A
Call J.T P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m -11 30a m

leather
passant
hesssste
t
arnm
Tried
3
368 N ve metal
39 Existed
40 Sun god
41 Blackbird
44
2 Headliner
Lunatic
asylum
46 Restrain
48 Regions
51 Simian
52 Uncouth
persons
54 Grafted
heraldry
55 Crimson
56 Actual being
57 Seethe

35 rc

Look fixedly
Old timer
Moth
Waistcoat
Sleeveless
garment
Near
Legal matter
Hail'
Give heed
Note of scale
Bow
Negative
prefix
Concerning
Make into
3

NURSES Aide PRN work
as needed We are looking
for a caring person who
enjoys working with the elderly Experience preferred. but will train Apply
in person Fern Terrace
Lodge of Murray, 1505 Sta
dium View Drive
4 Uncanny
5 Garcia ID
6 Metal pins
7 Without end
8 Series of
games
9 Peels

1 Paid notices
2 Insect egg
3 Walked
wearily
5

4

8

7

6

13

12

WORK vvi11401.0

A NET

17

16
lall

19
23

25

21

II

28

27

26

33

31
ill

35

37

36
39

40

lI

WHEN

42

13

16

45

41

48

47

51

ll

52

10 Word of
sorrow
11 Depression
16 Spanish
article
18 Level
20 Dens
22 Walking
q
11
stick
23 River in
14
England
Musical
4astrument
18
27 Falsehoods
28 Walk on
21
29 Card game
30 Again
34 Distress
36 Sour
29 30
37 Inclinations
39 Diminished
41 Shows
EMI ' Concern
38
42 Battle wound
43 Drink
heavily
41
44 Prejudice
45
Law
47 High card
49 Devoured
49 50
50 Stitch
53 Compass
54
point

111

2011
22

SODOm AND.
GOMORRAH WERE
DESTROYED, LOT
AND HIS TWO
DAUGHTERS ESCAPED
BUT 1415 WIFE WAS
TURNED INTO A
PILLAR OF SALT"

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change 624.95

LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
759-9932

ing home
last week
itary charight taking
her and is
bringing

pal, a little
written to
rt Storm.'
oblems at
nseled her
d gotten a
er parents
to keep up
ack to the

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

WANTED
TO BUY

ad today!

souvenirs
sunglasses,
phlets that
the desert
se blouses
hs, sketches
and women
Storm.

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
bon call

753-1713

Call and
place your

wants your
always give
n I have to
r $8. And
, and I'm
some more

CANCER
INSURANCE

VCR Service
By,md,
Ward•Elkins

CAN YOU fTAY AMP WORK
LATE TONIGHT "› I'M NOT
ORDERING, I'M JuST

FO0T8ALL'5 OVER.
BASKETBALL'S Alf1105T OVER
HOCKE4.5 flov105T OUR...
BASEBALL'S TOO NEW TO COUNT...

Ti.s Tax Ltie & lcense
46 Mo Closed End Lease

k-=• -

coln busI., too,"
pay that
und here.
up .there

watched a
ey Houssaid, and
d down in
ying 'I'm
can,' so it
ts of tears

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'33' Lumina Euro, loaded
1139704 $301.89 mei'
Call Gene at 753 2617

II

53

55

III
UI
57

56111

11

OFFICE Manager.
Secretary, full time position
available for insurance office Administrative skills
and computer knowledge
required Experience pre
ferred Send resume to PO
Box 1040S, Murray, Ky
42071
PART-TIME position with
doctor's office Office experience necessary Minimum of 16hrs per week
Good working atmosphere
Send resume to PO Box
1040C Murray. Ky 42071
POSITIONS available at
Shoney's Inn Must apply in
person .sShoney s Inn
641N, Murray, Ky
RECEPTIONIST ,
Secretary wanted Good
phone skills, typing know
ledge of computer Full time
inquiries only Must be
friendly and willing to work
Mail resume to PO Box
818 Murray, Ky 42071

Ill
UUU

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

CHILD Care in your home
days or evenings Adult
Murray student Experienced 753-4275

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Home
Furnishings

Artacles
For Sale
JUST call 753-4590 if you
leed help with elderly or
uck Experience refer
Anytime for
=inces
information

A:4
;
* •ve
e!ier-04-1
,

t

=
-

-

_

AeLL nelp new mother with
lewborn figte housekeep- -ng etc Call Mag an exper
ienced grand rather
753 9630
WILL babysit days in my
References
home
'59 4490
WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call abler

CELLULAR

phone $150
cost new $850 used ap
pros 6 8mos radar deltic
to( $100 tow bar $40 1980
Honda 650 motorcycle
$500 OBO, upright deep
freeze $150 6000 BTU AC
$50 753 7413 after 3pm
FREEZER baby bed with
mattress dining table with
6 chairs lounge chair
753 1631

HOSPITAL

Corixt Video Elite
618-524-3388

USED -and antique turn,
lure -glass tools quilts
901 642 6290
USED and junked air cord,
!loners will pick
436 2904

WAREHOUSE or workshop Available immedi
753 8809 or
atety
753 2031
WOODEN storage build
Ines 816 starts at $1095
1006 $142450 1224
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
'rigs 502 247 7831

1983 282MF tractor
945hrs Excellent condi
753 5463 or
lion
753 0144

ROUND coffee table 40
Toro mower 759 4947 at
ter 5pm

YAMAHA 250 Tri Z $900
custom made 3 PW golf
clubs wag $115 couch
coffee table two end tables
$150 antique Singer Sew
ing Macrene $75 Call Ray
Apr 753 5902 492 8320

CASH tor, mobile home
tees $7$12 each We will
remove 527 2932
SMAL,_ farm with 3br house
in Cailoway or G'aves
county ç 435 4147

CONTEMPORARY 88in
colorful sofa $150
759 1367

GLEANER K combine with
ORDER the bi..1 desigrie4
corn grain head crop
for you Murray Hot Tubs
sprayer 4 bottom plow log
115 S 13th St
splitter, culti mulcher
POP TA CRIB $25 Baby; 7593947 after 5pm
swing $15 759 4501

SUNTAN booth 7533-488

ANT:C.',UES by the piece-o
colections Galt -53 9433
alter 5pm

Fans
Equipment

machine

MENS ring 4mm gold
band Never worn $50
492 8815

L2cal sandwich 8 yogt.ir1 business. Etc.
business opportunity.

190

walker

bed

breather
759 4490

BR furniture 6 drawer
dresser with mirror, 4
drawer chest of drawers in
very good condition $250
apricot gray white twin
comforter and bed ruffle
with 2 apricot balloon v al
ances $40 DP weight
bench and weights $150
759 1293 alter 5pm

SMITH & Wesson 38 pistol
Bearcat scanner red light
489 2476

YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
PRIVATE Investigato
bedroom $10 999 00,
D B A Confidential Invest
gallons. Southside Shop $127 22 per month
ping Center. Suite $102. $88500 down 1225%
APR 18t) mos Free delivMurray 7532641
ery and set up BEST
SHARP copiers Author
HOME CENTER. Hwy 45
tied dealer for sales ser South
TN
Jackson
vice supplies parts and 901 422 2825
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
240

GOLF club Amens and wo
mans) Mons Palmer Ax
mom irons (sw 3 iron) 1yr
old also women s Power
bet countess irons (PW 3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753 5904 at night

Appliances
18 000 BTU Fridgidaire air
conditioner Energy saver
model $400 753 1490

1055 with 6h extended
livingroom (12x16) 2br
underpinning porch light
pole $2500 437-4289
1260 2BR stove dis
hwasher new refrigerator
new heating unit 2 air con
ditioners ceiling tan
$8000 753-2336

Par 3 Golf Course

bath mobile
1470 3br
home Refrigerator, stove
air conditioner WD hoo
kup underpinned on rented
lot Asking $10 200
759-1552

Golf Carts

USED chair link fencing
Need about 50 yards Do.
Ar- at 435 4425

GE home stereo ioaded
S400 tow bar $200 electric
Neioe• $1 50 -59 '518 or
T53'49

Mobil*
Homes For Sale

14x70 2br 2 full baths par
tially furnished Owner
wants. offer 498 8911
evenings after 5pm
492-8297

2 WINDOW unit AC 220V
20 000BTU $250
14 50OBTU $150 Both in
very good condition
7518953

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

1920s ERA dining table
and 4 chairs Very good
condition Large ornate
legs Walnut 5250
901 498 8993

Softball
Baseball
Batting Cages
I

KINGSIZE waterbed Ex
cellent condition 489 2694
eller 5pm

QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR .
exists for ind.yld.ual sicialifled in the Quality Assurance
-*re part of dcir World Cass Marnefacturing 1-solay _
Sect.ng ndvidicl'nth cm:Amelia in the area al gaging and

1986 CLAYTON 14x70
3br 2 bate All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759 4934

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

753-1152
MURRAY. KY

prod.acts at venous stages of prod ucuor process Individual
ab.e io wort a.. three WW1.' and have expenence moth
geometric dunenhans, and devortni reliable standards Experience

1991 1450
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

2br 1 bath
WI) hookup
Located Rivi
7 389 0141

2411 PERRY travel trailer
self contained, skirted, in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
Do privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

-

..rt press forat.ng or *eating desirable
'sneer:x.1re sa.ary an• iienefity It goal:I-tad send resume it

210
Firmed:id

DANA CORPORATION
301 Bill Bryan Blvd.
Hopkinssille, Ky. 42240

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
WOOD for saie 753 9745

ktf if

-

BANK Repos down pay
merits starting as low as
$29900 2 & 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos also
availabJe BEST HOME
CENTER Hwy 45 South
TN
Jackson
901-422 2825
CLAYTON 1991
lots of options
zone insulation
Gateway Mobile
527 1427*

AGREE- Carports 1221
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247 7831
( aib tutri.( ount),

tlospitul u leader in

gitalsi1 health,. arc in4estem

A. T,tki, Si (And
tristr,h openings

MANAGER: Seek,/;g a dynar-...: eurs

CLINICAL

Crificai Care Progress:se
Second Poor nursing „Inas Bacca
;.- .•e pared registered nurse with 3 5 years
i• :al ;xi:, exper.ance and a minimum of 2 years
ag,r.7,,irt experience required Excellent sal
ary ar d Pen& ts, package
t'Y

For de-tails contar t
; 'ii;
N.
kt,
1'5021762-1319'

MURRAY
s(ALLOWNY
C'OUNTY
HOSPITAL

• t hipkir Ntroet • War,i,
. he-rd p ki

Wurrri, I ulierutit(°ann.

Hospital

12

a leader in

Kerins. th. and lionhuiest Tennessee announces

the

•
t1e —

bdlou trig tot) opening,
,

REGISTERED NURSE POSITONS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
OR THOPEDICS:
/ 3 11 part & full time 11 7 full time
MEDICAL/SURGICAL:
3 1• part & full time'7 hilt time
EMERGENCY ROOM:
3-11 charge nurse
m!:
fullTRnIC
1 litS77.e
0

GERIATRIC'S:
7 3 8 3 11 as needed
12 hour shifts available

',Al I Ippeofttlfl,tV

PATIO stones 2-x8"x16!
gray or red 69c ea Also
2's 12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving.)
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square beckfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is expanding' We now otter
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and invest
ments Visit us today at the
Gs-Yoke Antique Store
It:16;0Q, Treasure House

the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coons and stamps and
appraise estates
502 753-4161

11 7 full time

For details contact:
liept
(5112)712-111111

LANDSCAPE ffh.a Rock
1cu tt bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50lb bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $239 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

and goOk-Ftack (Murray).
the Mercantile (Aurora)and

INTENSIVE CARE:

Pt•Fslinnel

FA BR IC• atiric•Fabric
Spring fara.ics aiming daily,
Bridal too'' Country He
mrutras Hwy fiti641 Oration
wino. Ky. -next to Bonania
Marshall County . 1(am 5pm
Mon-Sai

PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
lgal size Shrubs or
Azalea s are lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

nrinidtrAi qua/in healthcare in Western

MURRAY
(AUX:WW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

it Poplar Street • Murray Kenturky.42071

If

OVERSTOCKED on 2BR furnished dose to
$300 imo
double *ides New 28x56 campus
31x.den too many options $300idep 753 0919
to list Reduced to $26 900
SOUTHERN living 1991 FURNISHED 1br base
1680 super deluxe This ment apartment Private
Week only $17900 with entrance bath all utilities
paid Must give references
free underpinning Gate
No pets 753-8294
way Mobile Homes
527 1427
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener
USED homes ready to live
appliances plus miczowave
in 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
S450/mo 1yr
giewides and doublewides furnished
Dr No
Northwood
lease
up
set
tree delivery and
pets 753 2905_
Starting at 84,14300
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy 45 South Jackson TN
901-422-2825

270

pickup cx owe
TOPSOIL
deliver 753-0277 or
759 1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards arid plant
beds 759-1828 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
voting Inc

14 wide
Northern
$9995
Homes

trzts

liloble
Hanes For Rent
2BR 1250 in New Con
cord 5125 mo 436 2427
2BR 753-9866
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527 1987
nights 354 6335
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

290

Homes
For Sale

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436 2858

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm, lbath. attached
garage, 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
acres $25.000 negoti
able 502 436 2010

PET Pen 1101 Story Tropical fish birds Iguanas'
Tranutals Chincillets . dog
bulk teed
grooming
759 1322
40e

Produce

NICE 1 2 3br apartment
Furnished near campus
Also 1-3br house 1 4br
house WO hook up Day

STRAWBERRIES Wallace's U-Pidt. Open Mon.
Wed, Fri 4-7pm; Tues.
Thurs, Sat 7am-7pm, Sun
day 1pm-5pm Price 60¢
quart u-pick $1 25 quart
ordered N 16th & Poor
Farm Rd
Murray
753 0195

night

9-5 753-6111
753 0606

Pots
I Supplies

NICE 2br duplex, carport,
gas heat, deck,
appl
lease No pets $425/mo
710 Sycamore. 753-7457
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Central heat/air Hall of the
utilities $450/mo, deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753 1953 days 753 0870
nights

410
Public
Salo

Two Family
Garage
Sale

3Pm
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 Li 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502-437-4113 EHO

Tues., May 14
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1001 Sharpe
Street

Heating
And Cooling
AIR conditioner repair, free
estimates 436 2904

4 CAR shop w4h office Call
753 4509

Apartments
For Rent
2BR apartment in North
wood 5265'mo 753-3964

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

2BR gas heat, appliances
furnished $275mo plus
deposit 753-9826
2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489-2440

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L
iO
440

2BR duplex Carport outside storage, economical
heat pump system Deposit
No pets
required
753-7947 or 753-3778

14M0 old saddle colt stud
489-2476

NEW doublewides 3 bed
rooms S14 999 00
$17221 per month $1 296 FURNISHED apartments
down 12 25% APR Free efficiency 1.52 bedroom
delivery and set up BEST and sleeping rooms Also
HOME CENTER Hwy 45 renting for May ZimmerTN man Apts S 16th St
Jackson
South
753-6609
901 422-2825

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
S628 Pan-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Pan B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
S100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

1987 BANSHEE 4 wheeler
$1300 759-1142
4An

Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts 'Hwy 121S
753-5500

LOT 1

mile south of Kenlake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

BULLS AND HEIFERS:
PERFORMANCE TESTED-Simmental. Gelbvieh, and
Maine-Anjou crossbred
service age Bulls and Heil
ers Only the very top performers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
KY
42211
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170

4 FEMALE AKC Dachs
hund puppies Red color
$125 Ready First shots
and
wormed
1 901 973 3204
AKC registered Pomeranian puppies Shots and
wormed $150 Cash only
Paris Tn 901 642 2394
AKC registered Dachshund
2 year old male AKC revs
tered Bassett Hound 3 year
old female 489-2476
AKC standard Poodle pup
pies 7wks 492-8529

Auto
Parts
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

19
lea
too
5
00:1
lo
• 62;
dill

$7,
191
5-1
sot
$4:

1984 MUSTANG GT 5
speed fully loaded new
tires, sharp inside and out
Runs great $4350
436 5845
1985 CHEVY Z28 navy/
gold P/W P/L,Ailt, cruise,
auto, AC Tuned port in
lected 759 9965 after
3 30pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm
1985 PONTIAC 6000 STE
489-2204
1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue 62,000 miles, automatic,cruise, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof,
power windows Would
consider trade 753-2068

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Well then do it' You canes a reonssentapve selling Insurance and otter
financial service products tor The Prodenria Yoitlbewomlitg tor one of
the 100 best compares to sell for • You'll get solid training. slate -of-the
an supnon a comprehensive compensaion package and opponundy
tor unlimited earrings growth
For more inlonmabon call me today. RD Marlon 3553 Pan Plaza Rd.

Paducah Ky 42001 1 800 264-0950
.P1,1000se Companoss to 5d Fa. MO kaltavy and
putishod

Lots
For Sale

370
Livestock
& Supplies

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, ac,gas heat all
appliances No pets
753 7688 or 759-4703
nights

1976 MONTE Carlo 350
runs good needs body
work, good work car $400
753 4275

4A5

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
7514109

28R energy efficient duplex New paint extra
clean Central HA, appliances Available now.
Coleman RE 753-9898

750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full farming trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492 8425

Real
Estate

AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick. central H/A, appliances $500/mo, deposit 'Coleman RE 753-9898

120

1978

430

2 3br, 1 bath.6 miles southwest of Murray 435-4226

10x12 SPACES available
downtown
$50mo
Hazel Ky Days 492 8175
nights 1 901 247 5518

1975 GRAN Torino AC
ptvps intermittent wiper,
59,500 original miles
$1200 436 2639

MARTIN Heights Brick,
3br, 2 bath. 2 car garage
patio landscaped used
little 753 4065, 762A123- _1978 FORD Mustang, 1969
Volkswagon 1972 Ford
PRICE reduced' Three
Pickup, 1981 Monte Carlo
bedroom, 1 7, bath, brick
(body only), 1979 Pontiac
excellent condition on quiet
Daytime
Firebird
street in city Central gas 759 1331 ask for Steve.
heat, living room dining
after 5pm 436 5363
room. kitchen/utility room
large sunroom, paved 1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
driveway, carport, de
tached garage or work- good motor, new tires
435 4579
shop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
1984 CHEV Cavalier CS
753-1893, Chuck Foster
wagon loaded" Extra nice
Call
65,000 miles
470
753 8004

Motorcycles

NOW renting extra large
2br Water furnished
$315/mo 753-3530 after

1929 FORD Model "A two
door sedan Recent motor
overhaul new upholstery
paint and tires Titled col
lectors item First $5,750
Call 753 5154 after 5pm

by John Mtn a Sons Inc

Be

F

The Rdrc bet Grote
bye Yak ram

a part

An 'dud

of The Rock.'
ococraney anctais

F

ThePrudential
©le% Tr* Prudereal rewires Carpets at Mears

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south-of-Renlaise State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1-800-621 3894 or
474-8826

C.

460

Homes
For Sale
3/4 BEDROOM 2./i bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Di
ning room, plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223
3BR. 2V, BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace. Dining
room. playroom. utility, and
garage. Central HAC,
paved drive, city water, ca
blevision All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple'
Call 753 8151 for
appointment
3BR brick 5
east 1360sq
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

miles southft 1 bath 1
lot new well
Mid $40 s

PRICE JUST REDUCED
Over 5 acres of country living with a 3 bedroom
brick home. Two garden spots, 4 outbuildings,
pond and lovely landscaping. Pasture ready for
horse, 565,500. MIS I 2974.

('

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main St.

[ APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves • dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Einerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

assle-Allbritten, Inc..

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

Grand Opening

THE FLEA MARKET
EXTRAVAGANZA
At
Bargains Unlimited
May 13th - May 18th
- -9

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
•
•

-

Come on in and browse arotind — were across
"- from the Hih-Burger Inn (corner of 4th & Vine)
The newest and neatest little Flea Market in
town! Twelve different dealers with bargains
galore on antiques to novelties! Furniture, glassware, jewels, electronics, books, and tools. Famous name cosmetics at big discounts! Nintendo
tapes available in limited quantity. Memorial Day
Grave Flowers available
Come see our indoor flea market now.
Outdoor Spaces Available For Set-Up Mon.-Sat.
Waiting list available for indoor spaces. (If
enough interested we may enlarge to other
half of the building).
Call 753-7047 for more information.

We do work 2 days in advance to better sei-ve you:
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have tcr be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
AI
141

1%/gfrray
classified department
Ledger & Times

—
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CLASSIFIEDS
290

lasod
Can
Model 'A two
Recent motor
w upholstery,
es Titled col.
First $5750
after 5pm

World of
Sound
30 yrs. of professional service repair
on factory, car, stereo & home units.
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865

Torino AC
mittent wiper,
ginal miles
2639
E Carlo 350
needs body
ork car $400

1987 THUNDERBIRD
loaded, including air, antilock brakes, leather seats
5 speed factory graphic
equalizer 759-4697

Mustang, 1969
1972 Ford
1 Monte Carlo
1979 Pontiac
Daytime
sk for Steve
36 5363

1988 GRAN Am 4 door,
62xxx miles Excellent condition New Michelin tires
$7,150 753-2512

0 wagon 1
st, air, stereo,
r new tires

1988 PONTIAC LeMans
5 speed, A/C, AM/FM cas
sette, 51xxx, one owner
$4250 or trade 762-4789

Cavalier CS
Extra nice
Iles
Call

CAR Stereo Installatloo
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Speaalisx, Dixieland
CCSIIC 1 block from MSU
donna.
EXCELLENT condition
1986 Chev. Caprice Fully
loaded Call after 5pm,
753-7903
GREAT graduation gift
1990 Mazda MX6. Low
miles Lots of extras
437-3042.
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Y Z28 navy
Pt.tilt cruise
Tuned port in
9 9965 after

SATURDAY ** MAY 18 **
10i00 A.M. ** 1991
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Auction will be held at the TRW Asphalt
Office & Shop on Lakeway Circle. Turn
off Hwy. 79 onto Lakeway Circle just
past the Lakeway Shopping Center and
Odorn's Food Store. WATCH FOR AUCTION ARROWS!!

IAC 6000 STE
DA RX7 GXL
miles, automa
M/FM cassette
zer, sunroof,
dows Would
, 753 2068

E YOU
WORTH?

2 AUCTIONS ** SAME LOCATION

1

rance arid otne•
_working for one of
rang state of the
and opponunrry
Park Pisa Rd,
PhavL

Gap.

a 3 bedroom
outbuildings,
re ready for

alty
753-1222

AIR

TChslY WADE dba/THW ASPHALT
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Lee Boy Asphalt Paver/8' to 12', 2-Ton
Hydrostatic Roller,(2)5 to 8-Ton Rollers, Bomag Asphalt Reclaimer, Huber
Motor Road Grader,'78 Hudson 3-Axle
Low-Boy Type Trailer w/Dove Tail
Ramps & Pentile Hutch, 5x8 Small
Factory Built Trailers, Box Scraper
Blade, Kabota Front End Loader, Compressors, 350 Case Track Loader w/
Fork,-Bucket & Rear Winch,'78 GMC
Gravel Truck w/Pulling Tandem, 13
Spd.& Roger's 15' Gravel Bed,'76 GMC
Single Axle 5 Spd. 8' Gravel Bed, '74
Vhev C
,
613__Truck-for Parts, '78 Chev.
Dbl. Cab/Dually Auto. Trans.,'77 Chev.
Dually 4 Spd. Trans.,'75 Ford 3/4 Ton
Pickup/Auto Trans., '80 Nissan 4x4
King Cab/5 Spd., Ford Tractor 9N.
SWINGER MOTOR HOME
'78 Class A/30' Motor Home On Dodge
Chassis/Self Contained, W/Gerierator,
Bath, Cooking Facilities, Bedroom.
Tony Wade - Owner
Phone (901)593-5092
ARNOLD'S FABRICATING
EQUIPMENT

nditioners
- dryers
et-tin(' ranges

Ira For
n-Brown
teed

1270

Inc

1

Used
Cars

989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
moles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633

TANG GT 5
loaded, new
inside and out
at $4350

MOBILE Cadoor loaded
s $3750 Call
fter 6pm

520

Used
Can

Cincinnati Vertical Mill w/True Trace
Hyd. w/#4 Vertical H.P.,Tabor Abrasive
Cut-OffSaw, Belt Drive Lathe,Portable
Air Compressor w/Wiscon. Motor, Air
Products 300 Amp Arc. Welder, Buffalo
Forge No. 112 Angle Roll Machine,
Lincoln Welder 200 Amp w/Trailer,
Liberty Planer-Mill wfFrue Trace,
Speed-O-Matic Series B Toledo,
Threader, Cincinnati Bickford 6' Radial
Arm Drill/19",Toledo Md.A Pipe & Bolt
Machine, Hyd. Man Lifts 30" Mobile,
Mashinen
Fabrik
Hacksaw Cut

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'90 Toyota CorolM...„...„.„2.981
19 Pontiac Grrd
'8,481
11 Pont. Grand Prd E_1181
'89 Toyota
19 Toyota Ceiba GT.....10,981
19 Cressida..........
Toyota
11 Mazda 616 II_
11 Toyota Cressida.... 13,481
'88 Toyota COI
1,481
'8/ Dodge Shadow.... 1,981
'81 Mustang Cont...,...... 'L481
'81 Hord Accord L 1,481
16 Toy. Crary LE...„ 1181
'86 Toy. Calla
'5,481
15 fort
15 Me. Coiony
'15 kici Pad
14 Toy. Tercel
84 Toyota
1281
'81 trcoin
11 Bud Regal
1981
'81 Cheri
TRUCKS
'8.9 Toyota LrOcuser 16,987
'89 Toyota Exit 44 4.481
Chevy
......
'88 Ford F-350 Van '8,181
'88 Toyota 4 Runner.,....'11481
'88 Rrouth Voyager
'87 Toyota 1 ......
'84 Tortl 4X4...............
iiatcf‘er
- Greg Bradshaw
To.” Tt'urman
C's Bearden Bus. Mgr.
Cn3d Ccc,,.1" Gen Mgr.
A„b•e)t

El

.rl

TOYOTA
11L-LwasiZ
T.
'll

JOS

Vow
1973 DODGE maxi van
with AC 489-2476
500
Used
Trucks
1963 CHEVROLET
shortbed excellent condition 4 Dakota rally wheels
Call after 5pm, 489-2308
1968 FORD,factory AC, no
rust $600 OBO 436-2135
1974 DODGE Pickup with
topper. 753-1639 after
6Prn
1977 DODGE pickup
$600. 759-1958
1979 CHEVY pickup 6 cylinder, SWB, one owner,
new shocks, brakes, paint,
etc. 20mpg. $2500.
753-6779 7am-5pm,
753-7975 after 5pm. Or
759-9404
1985 NISSAN 4x4lair condition, stick shift $3000
OBO or trade No A/C
753-0329.
1988 TOYOTA white with
blue interior like new
753-4378

12"x12.
2 FORK LIFTS & TRAILER
Yale 3000 Lb. Fork Lift w/3 Stage Mask
(Gas) ** Clark 3000 Lb. Fork Lift 2Stage Mask ** 18' Gooseneck Trailer
Bed & Frame (New)
MISCELLANEOUS
Drums/Bolts ** 100' Radio Tower **
Drafting Table ** Lots of Misc. Items.
Kenny Arnold - Owner
** Phone (901) 584-3601

on," we

e"you:--turd4y.

$7.50

Alexander
AUCTIONS AND
REAL ESTATE SALES
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
CAL Lie. No. 67; Firm Lie. No. 107
Off. 139 University Street Phone 587-4244
Martin, In. 38237
VILI4V.Fri.10 Marvin Alexander
:fee* •
587-4568

It

141 At 1041"

Pi of......onoloted Semite Ifos CMOs.d Sloe. Prop!,
Nell The AIL-sonarr Way
"1859 Int. emitlama Anal...tome Champion

cln
Campers
1981 PROWLER 3011, re
frigerator like new, new up
holstery, nice, ready
753-2677 after 5pm
2811. TERRY Taurus travel
trailer Excellent condition
A/C, front awning, microwave, extras 436-2959
520
Boats
Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condieon $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1985 CREST 4011 pontoon
houseboat. sleeps 6
generator, gas furnace gas
cook stove, A/C, gas/
electric, refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Fully
equiped 753-2085
BOAT, 18hp Johnson motor, and trailer 753-0798
1990 2011 BAYLINER V-8
walk-thru windshield, seats
8, less than 201'rrs . full can
vas, trailer, Jackets, anchor
753-6690

Serotsos
4.

1989 FUN & Sun cruiser,
90HP V.4 Johnson, seats
8, AM-FM stereo, live well
753-8636

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

28ft. MUSCLE boat aohp
Mariner. 3 gas tanks. brad lee, plus 200 new braille
hooks Life jackets, CB, radio, tape player, depth finder, enclosed cabin $3500
firm 436-2497

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free esti
mates 436-2528

WILL do yard work and odd
iobs of any lond No lob too
small 759-4401

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474 2300

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG

All Types Of:

•

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

YARD work, mowing trimming. odd fobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

• ,.

409 SuNBURT MURRAY jBANIICI Bunny Bread,
752-5940
t
dal

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy
Reference)

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100
DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP
-Custom Home Plans
-New Home Construction
'Custom Remodeling

(502) 759-1487

Travis Trucking

10
4
Gravel •Sand •Whiterock •Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, ky. 42071

502-759-1039

Wayne Iliggins Ilackhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Is Anytinir.

•

ttrnmer
anti
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

Ht, 8, Boa 1075 :
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
15021769-1935
1111

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
IdYsaw)
gip Per Week

cairftribis
ALMA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches. concrete
sAtuk, chain link fences Home mainterniii,e

759-4685

489-2303
•

. .k_
Mitchell.'Paving

"Ovvr 30 Y.,E
r xporiew•
or '

Hauling -Din -Gravel 'White rock,•Excavating 'Seal Coating
Rt. 4 Bx 257, Rt. 8 Bx, 515, Murray
fret

call:

753-1916

A

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m

JE•

To place your ad

EIIIIII.01[11

(502) 753-1537 or 753-1221

4

•

((fttte
(AUCTION) iv-ft
SATURDAY, MAY IS, 1991
moo A.M. REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

45

FORMER BOYD WELDING k OTHERS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Located On Ivey 121 South Si The City Limit Edge

Si
HALF MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
BACKHOES • DOZERS • TRACTORS • TRUCKS
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS'WELDERS' EQUIPMENT
•
• AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS •
John Deere 850E Hydrostatic Dozer, Hyd Tilt. ROPS w Sweeps,
Side Shieids, Good UC, SN 357023T • Int TD15 Series C Power
Shill Dozer, Hyd Tilt, ROPS, Good UC, SN U003200 • John Deere
760-A Power Shift Paddle Wheel Scraper Canopy, 23.5-25 Rubber, Tractor SN 3123, Scraper SN 3165 • Case 5800 Tractor Loader
Backhoe; Canopy. 1067 Hrs , SN 9053501 • Ford 555A Tractor
Loader Backhoe, Canopy, Long Stick, 3154 Hrs SN C738541, 24
And 36 Buckets • MPLS Model M2 Double Drum 48 a 36 Sheep
Foot Roller • Yale 4 Ton Fork Lift • Kubota L2250 Tractor, 144 Hrs.
-Like New • MF 240 Tractor, 781 Hrs . Like New • AC 7040
Power Shift Tractor, 2525 Hrs. • Two-Wheel Disc, 12 And 8 'TwoChisel Plows, 11 And 9' • Three-3 Pt Rotary Cutlers, 5 .6 And 7 •
Two-Box Blades • Ford Sickle Mower • 3 P1 Disc And 2 Bottom
Plow • 3 Pt 48" Rear Tine Tiller Like New"

:44
!

-

•

86 Chevy S-10 Pickup • 81 Chevy 34 Ton Flat Bed Truck • 81
Dodge Pickup New Tires - • 78 Ford 0 y 0 Pickup • 78 Chevy 4 a 4
Pickup • 78 Ford LN 9000 Road Tractor, Twin Screw. 9 Speed • 77
Int Transtar II Road Tractor • Hobbs 24 Alum Dump Trailer
"Needs Repair- • Lufkin 40. Fiat Trailer • 75 Int Tandem Diesel
Dump Truck • 76 Ford F-600 Truck w Hoist • 68 Ford F-600 Dump
Truck • 75 Dodge 9 Passenger Van • 18 Bumper Hitch 2 BEM 0
Trailer w Ramps • Two-Late Model Chevy Dually Beds New

Warner And Swasey U Turret Lathe, Gear Head Pre Selector, 3
Jaw Universal Chuck, 16- Swing, 24- Center To Center • Brown
And Sharpe Turret Lathe • Wegel Power Feed Drill Press, 24"
Table. *4 Morse Taper • 12 Power Apron Brake. Aprx 1210 34
Capacity • Baldor 2 a 12 Pedestal Grinder • Brown Master Colo
Cut Saw • Clipper Abrasive Cut Off Saw w Conveyor Feed, Foot
Control. Handles up To 16 • Motion Industries Bender Hyd
Verticle And Horizontal Press w Controls • Thermal Arc Pak 5XR
Plasma Cutting Machine • Grob Band Die Filer, 18 Throat, 36-175
FPM • Niagara Punch Press 1 34- Stroke • Heald Rotary Surface
Grinder, Hyd. Crossfeed w Ttit Table, 10 Degrees Electro Magnetic
Chuck, 15" Diameter, 18" Swing • Norton Surface Grinder •
Alstarter Punching Machine • Bus Magnetic Base Drill • Toledo I 12-4 Threading Machine, Up To 4- • Hendley And Whittemore * 54
Iron Worker w Numerous Punches And Dies • Cincinnati Milling
Machine • Vertical Milling Machine • Well 9 x 12- Band Saw •
Cincinnati Shaper, 20 • American Monorail Bridge Crane, 0 Ton
Capacity, 26 Span • Wright Speedway Acco Electric 3000 Pound
Cable Hoist w Trolly, 60 Beam • Lincoln 200 Amp Portable
Pupeliner Welder w Gas Engine Mounted On 2 Wheel Trader,
Generator, Long Leads • Miller MP45E-450 Amp Welder w Portable
Wire Feed Unit On Swinging Beam • Airco 042 Camograph Pattern
Torch • Lincoln Ideal Arc 200 Amp Wire Feed Mig Welder On
Casters. Lots Of Mg Wire • Lincoln 200 Amp Remote Control Arc
Welder, 230-460 Volt • Hobart 300 Amp Arc Welder • 5 HP Air
Compressor. 220 Single Phase • Mill Cutters, Drills Reamers,
Circular Form Tools, Carbide Tool Holders, Boaring Bars, Tapered
Shank High Speed Drill Bits. Morse Tapered Sleeves. End Mills,
Lot Of Metal. Rotary Tables. Vises, Anvils_ And On And On.
16 Ski Boat And Trailer w 75 Horse Johnson • Checkmate 16 Ski
Boat And Trailer w 140 Horse Mercury • Elgin 14 /kat And Trader
w 40 Horse Motor
Office Desk

Tables Chairs Cooler Typewriter

EVERYTHING SOLD AS IS WHERE IS WITH ALL OF ITS FAULTS
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY ACTUAL OR IMPLIED1!

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

tE4184 CASH CASHIERS CHECKS OR CHECKS W,Ell 'RAE VOCABLE
LETTER OF CREDIT FROM YOUR BANK"
COMPLETE PAYMENT MUST BE MADE IN CASH DAY OF SALE"

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
i3021 623 $4660. 15021 623 6388
FAX • 15021 623 8885

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

CONTACT AUCTION(0 10111 DE TAIL ED SROC HUME

•

CP174

Dial-A-Service

ANY remodeling, building, A LICENSED electrical
painting E. roofing Free es contractor JAMES C GALtimates References LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
435-4632
courteous and efficient serAPPLIANCE REPAIRS vice 759-1835
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts MITCHELL Paving Seal
in stock, on my truck All coating and hauling Over
work and parts warranted 30yrs experience Free esAsk for Andy at The Ap- timates 753-1537 or
753-1221
pliance Works, 753-2455
MOODY'S mower repair
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Pickup and delivery All
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- work guaranteed
perience Bobby Hopper, 753-5668
436-5848
MR Chimney Chimney
BACKHOE Service - ROY cleaner 492-8561.
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
tor 30 years experience link fence, dog kennels, reSeptic system, drive-ways, sidential, commercial Free
hauling foundations, etc estimates 753-9785 or
759-4664
753-3254

..•Wi Smith
Masonry

PIP.

rjA:a• ,

•

PEARSON 2611 at Kenlake
State Park Marina Slip
goes with sale 5 sets of
sails, new head, galley, alcohol stove, cooler, custom
cushions inside and out, GUTTERI
NG By Sears
radio, 4 cylinder Honda
Sears residential and com10HP outboard
2 mercial dzintinitious gutters
weekends of sailing les- installed for
your specifica
sons if desired $8900 with
lions Call Sears 753 2310
new bottom paint or $7900 for free estimate
with bottom* is. Call Kim
Milan 502-527-1220 or Jim G W CONSTRUCTION
Milan 502-821 5762
Gerald Walters roofing.
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
530
489 2267
Sorvices
Offered
HADAWAY Construction
AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex- Home remodeling paintcavating Dozer, backhoe, ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
trucks Levies, roads, drive- floor covering No job too
ways, parking lots, septic small 436-2052
tanks, foundations, baseHAULING, yard work, tree
ments, gravel, dirt, ponds
removal, mowing Free es753-0577
timates 759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
INSULATION Blown In By
removal and spraying Free
Sears TVA approved
estimates 753-0906 after
Save on those high heating
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
and cooling bills Call Sears
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- 753-2310 for free estimate
try, remodeling, porches.
KITCHEN CABINET REroofing, concrete, driveMODELING with wood
ways, painting, maintegrain formica, all colors
nance, etc Free estimates
Free estimates Wulff's Re
489-2303
covery. Murray 436-5560
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install Landscaping, mowing and
channel master antennas trim, tree removal and haulrotors and amplifiers Ran ing, major or minor dea
dell Beasley Buchanan, nups, dozing and grading
492-8254
Tn 901-642-4077

BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- PAINTING-Interior and Exishing Basements foot- terior Free estimates
ings, garages, drives, Small repairs Reasonable
walks 30yrs experience rates 753-6844
13yrs. in Murray area.
Free esti753-5476 Charles Barnett PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
BOGARD Paving Paving Same day service All work
and sealing driveways and guaranteed 753-4200
parking lots. Over 20yrs
experience Free esti- PLUMBING repairman with
mates. 753-9552 or same day service Call
436-5255
437-4391
BREAKING and disking PROFESSIONAL Painters
gardens Yard landscaping Inc Coolray and Larry
Adams 20yrs experience
and bushhogging
Also remodeling and decor436-5430.
ating 753-3315
BULLDOZING and backhoe work Call after 4pm, QUALITY lawn mowing
354-8161
Financing with references 437-3046
available
ROCKY COLSON Home
CARPET and vinyl repairs Repair Roofing, siding,
and installation Profes- painting, plumbing, consional service Glen Bobber crete Free estimates Call
759-1247, leave message 474-2307
CHIM Chlm Chimney ROGER Hudson rock haul
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drivezen discounts. We sell chim- way rock 753-4545
ney caps and screens. 753-6763, 759-1823
435-4191.
SEWING machine repair
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Kenneth Barnhill
and Cooling Service Com- 753 2674
plete service on all central SUREWAY Tree & Stump
cooling all makes and Removal Insured with full
models Call Gary at line of equipment including,
759-4754
6011 aerial trucks and brush
CUSTOM garden tilling chipper To assure a safer
with Troy BO reartine tiller operation at a lower comSmall size garden $40 arid petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
up 436-2003
Day or nite, 753-5484
DAVID Palmer Steer T C Dinh Repair and MainLoader Service 20yrs ex- tenance Plumbing and
perience Can accommo- Electrical Cleaning
date lobs in tight places Sewer 1210/1212 Main
50 2 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
or Street 753-6111 office,
502-753-4181
753-0606 after 5pm
DAVIDSON Roofing New VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
roots and repairs Tear offs Service Center. cleaningand re roofs Written guar
servicing $15, most repairs
antee Local references $35, all brands 3rd Street,
753 5812
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
LICENSED for electric, Mon -Fri., 9-2pm Sat
gas, refrigeration Installa-' 753-0530
lion and repair Free esti- WILL do painting and
sid
mates 753
:7203
7*19.61

„it

f9S

N
I"..
‘
10161.4

GRASS GRASS. GRASS
Will mow lawns Depend
able reasonable, free esti
mates Call for appoint
merit 435-4213,leave
message

•i7i....ir;.if!..e0 • at
,•17/540
,
.;•f.i.
1
„.$

Offered

WILUAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimmes 354-9397

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

111]1
/3
.....eut

WTI Services

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

1

••,

•

Services
Offered

Offend

-

•

530
BOW
MOON
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South Africa facing emergency

OBITUARIES

s

suppress most political activity. It wooden and cardboard shacks.
JOHANNESBURG, South Afrialmost certainly would be opposed They clubbed and stabbed men and
ca (AP) — The government may be
by the ANC and other opposition set fire to about 80 hovels. Police
forced to impose a state of
Mo.
, who are attemptint to work said about 30 people were hurt, but
sburg,
-groups
Warren
emergency and ban political orgaThomas Adlich, 71, died Satur1
at
y
with the government on ending residents said the figure was far
The funeral will be Tuesda
nizations to end black factional
day at his home on Rt. 1. Kirksey.
higher.
FunerCollier
of
chapel
the
in
apartheid.
fighting that has claimed hundreds
A veteran of World War II, the p.m.
Police said today six men had
Ralph
in
Rev.
Funeral rites for the Rev. Henry
June,
Klerk
The
.
de
nt
F.W.
Benton
Preside
Home,
al
has
r
ministe
t and the Vietnam
of lives, the police
arrested in connection with
been
of
state
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